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New approaches in public health

Micbael2004:1; 1834
It is an international experience that the field of public health faces diffi-
culties in many countries at the turn of the n¡'entieth century, although
borders have been opened up for trade and rravel, and information foods
more unhampered than ever. Only few would dislike the many positive
traits of modern societies.

Yet, there are also some negative sides of the development, e.g. es seen

from a health perspective. Liberal economies spark widening of class differ-
ences and leave large groups in developing countries and in countries in the
process of social change, es in Easrern Europe, with new inequalities and
inequities in health. Countries hailing long traditions with the welfare state
principles, as the United Kingdom and in Sca¡rdinavia, risk stagnation or
even dismantling of health care sysrems because of new economic realities
and political shifts away from the previously strong community concern by
social democratic and ideologically related governmenrs.

A strong public health science and a correspondingly porent public
health practice, taking care of the group and long time perspectives of med-
ical care, meet with a new environment. New approaches are obviously
needed both in research and practical work.

Norway hosts the 2004 EUPHA conference, where a large number of
professionals within public health meer under the auspices of the European
Public Health Association. Following the initiative of a Norwegia¡ senior
public health offìcial, Deputy Director general Hans Ä¡stad (ret.), a pre-
seminar entitled Researclt ønd practice in public health - new øpproaches was
arranged in the premises of The Norwegian Academy for Science and Let-
ters (DNVA), Oslo on September 15,2004,where the problems of public
health were discussed as seen from a Norwegian point of view. As the edi-
tors of the medical jour nal Michøel we wenr to thank D¡. Änstad for his en-
gagement and enthusiasm, and we are pleased to be able to presenr the in-
troductions and some of the comments at the seminar in this issue of
Michael. In addition to be circulated to its subscribers, this issue also gcres

to the participents at the EUPFIA conference, where it hopefully will pro-
voke further debate.

Our rhanks are also due to the NorwegianAcademy for Science and Let-
ters and to the Norwegian Medical Sociery for financial supporr. In addi-
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tion, the seminar was a joint venture by the Department for general prac-
tice and community medicine at the Universiry of Oslo, the European
Public Health Association, the Norwegian Sociery of Public Health, the
National Nature-Culture-Health Centre in Norway and the Akershus
University College.

Øiuind Larsen Magne Nylennø Morten Kuisuiþ
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Magne Nylenna

Public health: from here to
where?

Micbael 2004; I : I 85-92.
Summary
The escøkting compl.exity in medicine and heabh care calk for a reuitølisation

ofpublic heahh. Pablic heøhh in tbefuture should include øll collzctiue ffirts
to imltroue heabh on a population-wide scale. A multidisciplinøry approach is

recommend¿d, but medicøl doctors are snongþ needed and specifc øction

shoald be taþen to recruit young d.octors in this field. Tlte trainingProgramme

in cornmunity medicine for doctors shoald be ouerhauled.

Tbe strong ønd historic ties betuteen public heahh ønd primary care should

be loosened and more focus should be on hospitøls and secondary care where

rnost heabh cttre resources are s?ent these dayl All doctors should haue a basic

anderstanding ofpub lic heabh s*ategiel
Public health should be research-based and the bridge between acadernia

arcd daiþ ffi public health actiuities rnust be snengthened.

Medical progress during the 20'h century is closely linked to specialisation

and sub-specialisation of medical research as well as of medical practice.

Breaking individuals into organs, organs into tissue, tissue into cells and

cells into molecules has led to new and highly usefrrl knowledge of clinical
importance. Putting these bits of information together within a multidisci-
plinary health care system where unpredictabiliry and paradoxes flourish,
requests a new conceptual framework often referred to as "the science of
complex adaptive systems" (1). To avoid a completely fragmented medical

treatment, a generalist, in Norway and many other countries a general

practitioner, is responsible for day-to-day care and follow up of most pa-

tients. Such coordination is also needed at a community- and population-
based level and this could be the responsibility of a public health doctor and

other public health personnel. Thus community meclicine/public health
could be to groups what general practice is to inclividuals.
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Aa¡on Antonovsþ has descrlbed a sense of coherence as a key determinant
in the maintenance of health in individuals (2). This salutogenic model
can be usefi.rl even at a b¡oade¡ scale. Public health depends on coherence.
In an era when short-term planning and handling of single, isolated phe-
nomena represent the current fashion rhere is a need for awider perspectiye
in the approach to health related issues. The complex relationship between
politics, economics, environment, life-style, health services and health calls
on a sense of coherence in society at large. "Everything is connected with
everything" is a popular sayrng, mo¡e relevant to health care rhan ro most
other fields of society.

Public health, the"science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life
and promoting health through the organised efforts of society" (3), is
among the high-prioriry tasks is mosr societies. But what does this mean in
practice? 'SThich 

a¡e the efforts that can prevent disease and promote
health, and who should initiate and implemenr rhese efforts? In'$øesrern
countries like Norway the health of the public has improved tremendously
during the 20ú century. How can this improvement continue during the
coming years? And what role should medical doctors play in the "organised
efforts of society" to improve the health of groups rather than individuals?

Public health in Norway
The sanitation Act of I 860 is to Norwegia¡s what the 1848 Public Health
Act is to Britons. It can be regarded as the beginning of public health as a
profession and a movement. social changes a¡d the industrial revolution
created a need for public intervention on fighting epidemics, improving
sanitary conditions, water supply, seìMerage and other health related issues.
The idea behind rhis has been cha¡acterised as "a vision of social justice"
(4). From the very beginning the ties to politics were süong and public
health has been described as".. rhe only discipline that has the tradition to
defend the population's health in political debate" (5).
Primary care docrors became public health officers and in I9I2 anewAct
on the execution ofpublic health issues formalised the role and authoriry of
the medical profession in public health. Norwegian public health has been
strongly related to primary care for at least rwo reesons:

- lØhen the public health movemenr was created there were hardly any
hospiral specialists and the municipaliry based doctors were rhe obvious
leaders in the Êeld. Specialisation and developmenr of secondary care
during the 20'h cenrury did not change this and the public health move-
ment became more or less separated from modern hospitals.
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Close ties to local communities have shown fruitfrrl as a source for
knowledge and inspiration, have given a short way from decision to acr-

ing and have been in accordance with the Norwegian ideology of de-

centralised politics.
The medical part of the organised efforts of society to improve public

health has been known by various names among Norwegian doctors over
the years. "Public duties" (offendige gøremaal) was the designation used

during the last part of the 19ù century. Later on "public medical issues"
(offentlige legeforretninger) became the common term, related to the Act
on the execution of public health issues of 1912. From the late 1940ies
"public medical work" (offentlig legearbeid) was used reflecting the med-
ical doctors' participation in rebuilding the country aftet The Second

\Øorld'\ü7ar. In the mid 1970ies "community medicine" (sa-mfunnsme-

disin) was introduced and in 1984 e formal speciality in community med-
icine was established.

The mandate of public health medicine
The change from "public medical work" to "community medicine" can be

regarded as e conceptual as well as a linguistic modification. It was related
to and czrme et the same time as the shift from the "old" to the "new" pub-
lic health on an international scene. This shift was mainly due to a renewed
view of lifesryle a¡d its impact on health. The political climate of the
1970ies following the wake of the 1968 turmoil should also be kepr in
mind. The new public health focused more on social support and behav-
iour and less on physical infrastructure. Intersectoral and interdisciplinary
action became crucial and there was a growing concern with sustainability
and health promotion (6).

The change may also be seen as step towards a stronger identity and in-
dependence of communiry medicine as a medical specialiry. Traditionally
public health officers have been civil servants administering governmental
laws and regulations. Typicùly, the milestones of public health in Norway
(and other countries) have been new legislation (like 1860,I9I2 end 1984
when an Act on municipality health services was inuoduced), rather than
scientific breakthroughs.

Clinicians get their mandate "from below", in the way that the premises

for their action are symptoms and signs presented ro rhem by patients.
Public health doctors to a much higher degree get their mandare "from
above" in the sense that they inspect, oversee and regulate according ro di-
rectives from the authorities. Public health doctors may of course also acr
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on the basis oflocal findings and observations, but still there is a difference
in the way they perceive their role. The new public health and the formal
speciality of communiry medicine ,.p..r.rr.ã a sfight shift in the balance
"from above" to "from below". Though most community medicine doc-
tors administer public regulations in one way or anorher, it should be pos-
sible to observe and analyse health problems on a communitylevel, like cli-
nicians do on an individual level. This is a way of defending their
professional autonomy based on scientific evidence like other specialities
and branches of medicine.

Community medicine as a medical specialiry
The classification of medical specialities is arbitrary and unsystematic. Spe-
cialisation is partly based on organ sysrems (neurology, dermatology),
partly on mechanisms of disease (oncolory, infection diseases), paftly on
the age ofpatients (paediatrics, geriatrics), and partþ on the technology or
method of treatment (radiology, surgery). Some specialities are charac-
terised by the context theywork in (general pracrice, occupational health)
and community medicine belongs to this category.

The first years after the specialiry was formally established in Norway it
seemed attractiye a¡d scores of doctors were ceftified as specialists e\reryyear.
From the late 1990s there has been a dramatic drop. In 1997 and 1998 re-
spectively 50 a¡d 31 new specialists were certified.In 1999 the number fell
to 5 and over the last years less than a hand-firl specialists have been certified
per yeer. The ¡eason for this change is panly unclear, bur is seems like the de-
mand for specialists, especially in the municipalities, has fallen sharply.

There is an important discrepanry between being a certified specialist
and working in the field of public health. Only one third of the specialists
in community medicine work in this sector. On the other hand, less than
half of the medical administrators and public health officers in the Nor-
wegian municipalities are cerrified specialists in community medicine (7).
Income and prestige are lower than for most orher specialities and it is hard
to recruit young docrors into the Êeld of public health, A proposal ro over-
haul the education programme for training of communiry medicine
specialist has recently been produced (B). There is broad agreemenr thar
community medicine as a speciality should be more independent of pri-
mary care and that specialist candidates should be trained for working at all
levels within the health care sysrem.

It might, however, be that today's concepr of medical specialisarion is

unsuitable for communiry meclicine. The variety of work among doctors in
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this teld is wider than for other specialities. The professional common
ground for municipality health practitioners, public health ofiûcers, health
administrato¡s, health promotion actionists, nutritional advisers, epidemi-
ologists, health economists and other doctors working in group oriented
areas of medicine may be insufficient for a joint speciality. A tailor-suited
education for individual competence building may be more effective than
a standardised specialist training progremme.

'ï7'here to go?
Public health ca¡ be defined as all activities that sociery does collectively to
assure the conditions in which people can be healthy. This includes organ-

ised efforts to prevent, identify and counter threats to health on a group ori-
ented or community level. The key words are "collective action" and
"group orientation".

In an era of individualism it is difficult to introduce and enforce collec-

tive programmes on health as well as in other fields of society. One of the

many paradoxes of our time is the pursuit of better health through individ-
ual lifesryle changes on the one hand and the resistance to governmental in-
terventions to improve health in groups on the other hand. Government
legislation that restricts personal choice is the most effective way to get pre-

ventiye interventions to the whole population, but many barriers to popu-
lation-wide implementation exist (9). Individual rights and responsibilities

are some of the most distinctive features of \Øestern societies today and

people are better informed about and more accountable for their own
health now than ever before (10). The "freedom to be foolish" must be bal-

anced against sociery's responsibiliry for protection and improvement of
the health of all citizens. This is a difficult balance.

Five key themes of modern public health have been defined (11):

Health systems leadership

Collaborative âctions

Multidisciplinary approach

Political engagement

Communiry partnerships

In adclition public health should aim at changing the goals ancl priorities
within medicine and health care. The goals oFmedicine can be defined as

(r2):

- The prevention of disease ancl injury and rhe promotion ancl ma.in-

i:enarrce of health
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The relief of pain and suffering caused by maladies
The ca¡e and cure of those with a malady, and the care of those who
cannot be cured
The avoidance of premature death and the pursuit of a peacefi.rl
death.

Prevention ofdisease and promotion ofhealth have never had the same pri-
ority as the other goals among doctors, even though reducing the need for
medical services through target oriented programmes have shown to be eÊ
fective (13). Advising politicians and decisions makers on priorities with
health consequences is one of the main issues in public health.

'What to do?
In a series of articles in this issre of Micltaelthe concepr of public health is
analysed and efFo¡ts to revitalise public health and improve research and
practice in public health are discussed. The papers were presented ar a one-
day seminar at The Norwegian Academy for Science and Letters in Oslo 15
September,2004.

Maurice Mittelmark describes the advent of the "new public health"
from the 1970s expanding the field to include social science approaches
and research methods (14). He emphasizes the importance of innovative
thinking in public health research and the need for interdisciplin aïy re-
search centres (I4). Øivind Larsen joins this quest for broad institutions
able to integrate the sum of knowledge that makes up modern public
health and he adds teaching and serving the public to their responsibilities
(15). Larsen reminds us about the f¡amework of time and space that sur-
round all health issues and he asla for a training progrem in public health
separated from the individualistic oriented medicine.

Nils Aarsæther (16) refers to Robert D. Putman's concept of "social
capital" and the importance of "togetherness" (17). Participating in social
activities improves the quality of social life and the welfare of individuals
and should be more strongly supported. This is a parr of public heaith ac-
tivities seldom noticed by medical doctors.

Gunnar Tellnes emphasizes the consequences of urbanisation and sug-
gests health Promotion through partnerships fo¡ health and social develop-
ment between the different sectors at all levels of sociery (18). Hans,{nstad
presents health impact assessment as a tool for assisting decision makers
(1e).

The debate was lively and three commentaries ar-e published wirh rhe
original presenration s (20-22).
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Common for all contributions is a wide approach to public health fo-
cused on social systems and structures rather than on individual behaviour,
a¡d an optimistic attitude as regards future opportunities for improving
the health of the public.

Strategies and recommendations
Public health must be redefined and should cover all collective action ro
improve health on a population-wide scale. Community medicine (sam-

funnsmedisin) is the medical part of public health including priorities in
and management of health care systems as well as efforts to prevent disease

and promote health on a population-oriented basis. The sffong ties be-
tween public health and primary care should be loosened. Hospitals and
secondary care should become major targets for public health action (23).

The traditional contents of public health, like fighting epidemics and im-
proving sanitary conditions must be retained even when the scope is broad-
ened to include social sciences and health politics. As shown by the recent

SARS epidemic and the international preparedness for bioterrorism, the
threat of serious and potentially lethal communicable diseases is still the
most obvious reason for a public health infrastructure in most societies.

Public health activities among doctors should not be limited to special-
ists in community medicine. Just like a psychiatrist must have a basic

knowledge of surgery and vice versa, every doctor in all specialities must
have a basic understanding of public health strategies. The difference be-
tween individual-oriented and group-oriented medicine musr be more
clearly presented from the first year in medical school. The current pro-
gremme for specialist training in community medicine should be reconsid-
ered and a more flexible and individual süucture for training introduced.

The interdisciplinary approach to public health should be advanced but
doctors have to develop their own culture and identitywithin this field. Medi-
cal doctors a¡e crucial to public health work and the recruitment can be stim-
ulated bywages andworking conditions comparable to clinical medicine.

The bridge between research and practice should be strengthened. The
model in clinical medicine where many practitioners are part time re-
searchers and many academics àre pert time practitioners is also applicable
to public health. A more systematic academic support of daily life public
health activities is recommended.

Last, but not least: Public health activities must be basecl on scientific
evidence (24). An evidence-based public health strategy for the future is

stlongly needed"
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Øivind, Larsen

Exploring external and internal
public health concepts

Michael 2004; I : 1 93-205.
Summary
Heahb issues exist within øfrømework oftime and space, rangingfom the of-

ten strongþ ircdiuidaølistic clinical interuention in øn acute case ofdisease or
injury, to the population based lorcg time perspectiue in a public heøbh ap-
proach. Exploring preuailing czncepts of uhat public heahb is aboat, both

ømong public and externøl ltealth agents and internølþ arnong public heahh
personne l, indicates that public heabh would proftfom a better assessment of
u.,here in the frøn'tework eacb issue belongs. Weaknesses and aduantages come

better into sigltt, whicb simplifes strategic plønning. Tailored allocating of re-
sources and competence according to this utould probabþ strengthen the feld.
Traíning in public health worþ hrgblighting the group and the time perspec-

tiues is recommended, ønd it is argued that the teacbing should preferabþ be

giuen sepøratedfrorn the training in indiuidaalisticalþ oriented clinicøl medi-
cine and by apublic health institution which bas a true integration ofmedicine

and social sciences. Probabþ, tlte rnost important decisions with potential to

przmote public heahb ønd public heahh thinking will belong in the group ori-
ented, long lterspectiue sphere and will be taÞerc by agents outside medicine.

Public heøblt science ønd practice should paue the uøy for such àecisions.

The wilderness of public health
A¡ old saying goes like this: "'When walking into a forest you will see more
and more trees". These are simple words asking for reflection ancl recon-
sideration. Penetrating a problem always implies that you discover ever

more to think of all the time, so also within the field of public health. New
demands, new questions ancl even new criticism eppear constantly. In
rvhich way should public health sciences and practices develop? How to

lrandle? Is there aLcey, a sort of conrmon denominator lvhich can be of
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help? This paper argues that central health conceprs a¡d the changes in
them may play a central role, and that exploring conceprs, shifts and their
consequences for the health of the population in a sysrematic way might be
of help, especiallywhen seen in a public health perspecrivel.

The first glance and the following
At the encounter with a health issue, e. g. the compla-ints of a parient or a
public health problem, even if the case looks clear cur at the first sight, a
more close approach will usually reveal a series of attitudes and concepts at-
tached to it, all ofthem subject to degrees ofconstant change.

An example: The patient seeking your advice and your rrearment for
her sunburn has a problem mingled into a complex cultural contexr. At the
bottom line, to see a docror for a sunburn, instead of treating it with some
home ¡emedies and endure the painfirl punishment for a sunny day at the
shore, is on the one hand a marker of some srep ar a health perception lad-
der, on the other hand a sign of affluence. But it may also reflect attitudes
shaped by health information or media, dealingwith health haza¡ds related
to sun tanning. 'S7hat counrs rhe mosr to rhe young lad¡ the perceived
value of a certein hue of the skin, versus the prospects ofhealth risks in the
short and long perspective? Therefore, her impetus to call ar the surgery
may be prevailing, highìy non-medical affirudes towards what beauty and
ettractiveness is like. As a doctor, what kind of responsibility do you have
in this case, and how far does it extend itselfi After having taken care of her
immediate pains, you probablywill give her some advice for the future and
you will also have talked more in general to her about people which are
careless about suntan. But then you have transferred the problem posed to
you into two new spheres. In the first sphere this is into the time dimension
of the patient: Short sight sunburn and long time cencer risk. In the second
it is into the sphere where rhe parient is only one of the individuals of a pop-
ulation suffering from the sun. This last one is the sphere covered by the
discipline of public health.

A¡other example: As a communiry health officer, you are presented to
complaints from a fellow citizen: His neighbour's affection for cats has ma-
terialized into a crowd of filthy and smelly pets, living on rhe othe¡ side of
his garden fence, perusing his children's sandbox as their toilet and yelling
all the night. The immediate and individual problem has to be solved both

r For Norclic ¡eaclers, general thougl-rts about rhe place and scope of public heaìth has been
cliscussed by seveial a*thors in ¡l-re 2003 rexrbook Larser Ø & al. (ecls.) Helseþr de no,nge .

Oslo : Gydendal ¡U<ademisk.
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for your client and for the cat-owner, a task úicþ enough. But the time as-

pects and the community aspects are present also here. How to avoid repe-

tition of the grim story? Prwenting new cats from entering the scene be-

longs to the shoner perspective, but on the long run: How to avoid cat

problems in general for the communþ? l,aunching of information cam-

paigns? Submitting proposals for enforced local legislation?

The old sayrng is appropriate also here. The first of trees yor¡ see at the
stan of your fo¡est wandering, immediately points to several others. Per-

haps the solution ofyour problem has to be sought by approaching one of
the other targets instead of tlle one you saw at first? Especially in the field of
public health a need is felt to explore the options, from the scientific basics

down the line to practical implication.

A frameworkas a conceptual tool
To discuss this topic, let us use a medical task or health problem as our
point of origin, as shown down left in figure 1 on page 197. Imagine ahor-
izontal line stretching out from it, a time axis starting with the immediate
and running out into the future, representing the time perspective. Verti-
cally, an o¡dinate represents the scope, running upwards from the personal

sphere to the general, e.g. from the very individual action of, say, removing
a metal particle from a red eye, up to the general prevention of such

mishaps by introducing mandatory eye shields in all welding industries in
the country.

These ¡¡¡o axes are continuous of nature, but both of them have some

natural breaks. Most important are the points where time and scope leave

the ranges covered by the life and interests of a single person, points on the

axes which r'r'ay vary in position according to the issue discussed.

In clinical medicine considerations, the individual range of time can be

measured in days, as the expected du¡ation of a cure, up to the logical end-

point constituted by the remaining life span until the patient's death. Be-

yond this point, the individual approach may imply an evaluation of the

treatment given or include preventive measures taken to avoid new persons

fälling victim to the seme health impairment.
In most cases, however, even very individual medical issues will impli-

cate others than the individual, and more or less become a collective prob-
lem. You will move upwards on the individuality ordinate: Influences by
and on the group to which the patient belongs: Family, colleagues, work-
ing environment, social network, community. But the ordinate stretches

further upwards and out, passing through the local community into the so-

ciety at large. Again, there is a natural break, admittedly also here some.,vhat
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vague, where the ties to the individual case vanish and the issue becomes a
general one.

The diagram (figure 1) with its two axes pointing to rime and social
space can easily be converred into a framework which may be even more
usefi.rl: Lines pulled at the natural breaking points render a set of four
boxes, which identify four quite differenr arenas for medical work. Each of
these boxes has objectives, methods, and underþing concepts of itself; but
nevertheless they are part of the same medical universe. Let us look at each
of them:

Short sight solutions for the sick
The box for swift solutions down left in figure 1 is the frame where most

clinical medicine belongs. Immediate diagnosis, rrearmenr and relief as

soon as possible are in the main interest of all parties involved.
However, the narure of the medical problem itself is a basic point. Even

here you are dependent on prevailing attitudes and concepts. It can be
claimed that many of the problems presented are cultu¡ally determined,
and also that many of them simply are man made, ifwe explore them more
deeplt'. The consequence of course is that the cultural setup and the cul-
tural changes should be targeted, a quesr for action in the three other boxes.

Of course there exisrs a biologically based morbidity and mortality, but
it is often that the perceived morbidity and mortaliry the mere experience
of fearing or suffering from a disease, causes more wo¡ries tha¡ the biolog-
ical process itself. Here, changes in attitudes may infuence day to day med-
ical work deeply. A growing individualism as in modern rØestern societies
goes hand in hand with an increasing health consciousness, which pro-
motes perceived morbidity and alters medical demands. Are the processes
on individual and population levels steering these changes sufficiently stud-
ied? A better future handling of such health issues probably require basic re-
search. There will be a need for competence beyond the medical, belonging
in the upper right quadrangle of the Êgure. And the acquired knowledge
will depend on non-medical agents and non-medical considerations in or-
der to be applied in the short sight communiry level box up left in the Êg-
ure and the long perspective patient oriented sphere down right in figure l.

Realizing that a medical problem presented as a rule also affects the pa-
tient's personal conracts, makes a wider scope necessary and should shift
rhe interest upwards on the ordinate. The fact thar rhe actual disease might

? See e.g. Larsen Ø. Heabh care ¿nd ¿ttitudes in heø,lth în¿tteïs. PapeÍ clelivered a¡ rhe
Phoenix nenr.ork conference, Braga, Portugal 2004. In press.
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Three boxes of public health

- Research, strategy, and setup of the society
The hallmark of public health thinking is the group perspecrive, aiming at
long term health benefits for the population. Up to the right in our
metaphoric figure you will find the core of public health. Here, the scien-
tific basis is established for how social and physical environment is a health
determinant.

Constant streams of data and feedback should consrirute the soil for
public health science, the more, the better. The more quality assessed and
the more specific, the better. Epidemiology tells about frequencies, distri-
butions, causal relationships, monitors shifts and provides hypotheses and
theories. Medical anthropology reveals what is going on in people's minds
and alerts when shifts occur. As a lion's share of our physical and social en-
vironment is man made, and as the shiftinglevels of acceptance for medical
problems and medical care are results of a long historical developmenr, rhe
background is set by facts and clues provided by medical a¡d social histori-
ans, social scientists, social geographers, psychologists and researchers from
fields related to public health and its contexr. Specialists on society may as-

sess former efforts and processes and give clues of relevance for the future.
Examples: \Øhat about effects on health exerred by political decisions in
other fields than medicine? Decentralisation/centralisation? Taxation poli-
tics? Etc. And what about cultural traits? Architecture? City planning?3
E.g. in the case of housing policy, it can easily be shown thar a market ori-
ented housing policy clearþ conficts with commonplace public health
knowledge about the impact on health conditions exerted by social invest-
ments, social coherence and voluntary networtr<ing and stabiliry.

Methods are developed in order to implement the acquired knowledge
and to transform it into practical measures in planning of the sociery, on lev-
els ranging from the local environmenr ro the international society, using
and recommending techniques along aIl the scale from social psychology
over geographical planning and national legislation to international politics.

However, far up to the right in the figure, far our and dominating, lie
some overruling questions: Exploring the value of life and health in general
as compared to other values. \ü/hat does sociery in fact accepr ofbad health
and impairment, and how much health do we reaily sacrifice in ordel to
achieve other goals? As long term, population-oriented thinking often col-
lides with liberal market philosophy; the most important decisions for the

I See Larsen Ø. Bo/ig;niljo og sainfnnsäterlisin. OsIo,Insritu¡r for alllenn- og sar-nFunns,

medisirr,2000.
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future ofpublic health probablywill be taken on rhe political arena by non-
medical actors who should be provided with public heatth knowledge and
arguments. Changes in concepts will be a core issue.

Strongly connected to philosophy and ethics, such questions should at-
tract considerable interest. Guidelines should be set up, clearly be discussed
in public and byprofessionals, and finallybe revised inro recommendations
with wide acceptance. Historically, changes in the evaluation of health a¡e

appalling. It is an important task of pracrical bearing to monitor the
changes in concepts in this field and to consider methods for changing at-
titudes.

- Environment, social services and health management
One extension of group intended, long perspective public health where
public health science becomes an applied science, protrudes into the long
perspective individually directed box (down right in figure 1), where gen-
eral principles are made operarional and introduced into pracrice to main-
tain the health of the preva-iling population. Vaccination campaigns, health
promotion issues and screening programmes belong herea.

But there is another increasing worHng field for public health officers
and for putting their skills and knowledge into life: The audition function
belongs in the metaphoric box of individual concern in a long rerm per-
spective. These functions gain steadily in importance for the time being.
To be a controller, supewising that quality assessmenr regulations etc. are

followed, is e.g. in Norway a core activity for the public health agenrs on
the county level. This work poses special requirements to the theoretical
background, to the methods and to the auditors themselves in order to play
a positive role and to avoid being regarded as sand in the machinery.

The development of health securiry sysrems should also be regarded as

a public health issue in the individual, long rerm range. However, pracrical
counselling and guidance of individual clients and patients according to
prevailing legislation belong to the tasks ofclinical pracrice, even ifthe base

of knowledge belongs to public health. E.g. in the minds of medical stu-
dents, this fact may lead to confusion about what social and preventive
medicine are like; individual social counselling and prevenrive advice are

parts of clinical medicine putting public health knowleclge into life, but not
the disciplines of social and preventive medicine themselves.

A new field is the concepr of health plomorion, lvhich has a neecl to be

! This is ¡he Êelcl ofmosr standard textboolçs ofpublic health, ancl special Leferences a¡e nor
given here.
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explored for traits fit for being influenced. In this respect some rendencies
in modern administration dwelopment should be addressed: In thewelfare
state of a post-modern democrary there is an increasing distance between
the overruling policies and priorities on the one hand and the practical han-
dling of clients, patienrs, and social issues on the other. Ethical dilemmas
necessarily look different in e.g. the eyes of parliament members passing a

budget, where the task is to balance conflicting interest according to a ma-
jor governmental poliry. The comparison is the dilemma encountered by
e.g. the home visit nurse who sees rhar the demand for home services which
confronts her, exceeds the resources by far5. This distance between princi-
ples and practice, between the top managers of health problems and those
who suffer from them, has been settled and exaggerated in recent years. In
the modern introduction of an increasing administrative staff, it has been
shown that the süategy often has been to delegate the ethical dilemmas
down to a level where compliance with directions from above seems to be
impossibility.

The accelerating use of economic terms in health management is part of
the same process. Money is by nature a tool for comparing values. \Øhen
health budgets are low, as compared ro, say, the budget for road consrruc-
tion, this means that health is given a lower priority than roads for com-
muting. However, if e.g. a roundabout is built in order to avoid accidenrs,
this may be a public health prioriry.

Prices of health services a¡d health ourcomes are ofren arbitrarily set,
simply because they belong to different value systems. Still, health as such
has not got a monetaq¡ value. But prices serve as transforming accounting
tools for non-accounrable values. Although these tendencies mostly are
universal, the heavy weight of health in politics and people's minds makes
the development and shifts in artitudes and concepts imporrant, nor leasr
because they assault basic values of democracy: Even on the local level loy-
alty to the locals has to yield to loyalty to the authorities above. The need
for keeping inside of the approved budget frames shifts even the local
politician's role from being the represenrarive of his voters into the role of
a guard, protecting values given from levels above. Structural changes in
society, such as fusion ofmunicipalities into larger regions etc., may reduce
the reai democratic infuence in local socretres even more.

FIolever, if the sreering by economy is seen together .,vith the aclminis-
trative delegation of dilemrnas menrioned above, healrh issnes encl -¡¡here

t The Nonvegian social aud.rropoiogist lJallvalcl Vike has usecl rhis exar-r-rple il hìs rexrs, see

e.g. Vike Il. 8¿ al. (red,) Nlakrens samvirtighei. Oslo: Gylclelclal Al<ademisk, 2002.
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other scales for values have to take over6. An example: \Øhen there is no
money left to care for the elderþ in a proper way, the home visit nurse may
choose to do the work anyhow. She is guided by other values than money:

Her feelings of moral responsibility, commitment to her clients, ethics etc.

Such steering by means of financial inadequacy, increasingly common in
many fields, is a phenomenon which should be further studied also from a
public health perspective. In the field of health it has been talked about a

reservoir of costless care which is mobilized for free by means of financial
inadequacy. Astonishingly, this has been no great feministic issue, although
most of this type surplus load in the health services is placed on women.

In the armarnent of public health, appropriate workng methods and

systematic evaluation of decision, steering, and administration experiences

in this field for the time being often are only faintly highlighted.
Another extension from the core of public health also stretches into the

future on the individual level. This field attracts increased interest because

ofthe general upgrading ofthe individual, its needs, preferences and per-

ceptions as compared to those of the group or the population bas a whole.
A¡d the downward delegation in newer health management has attained a

climax in the school among general practitioners which hails the principle
of total patient-doctor collaboration. Then, diffìcult dilemmas are dele-

gated down to a level where the personal involvement in the problem by
the patient in most cases makes responsible decision partaking and optimal
solutions unlikely. In addition: Health counselling on long perspective fu-
ture cancer risk, prevention ofcardiovascular disease etc. will face up hill
fighting if the personal time perspectives by the patients are shortened.

To tailor individually based health services for the future requires a
background far wider than usually covered in any clinical medical specialry.

To plan for a society where a multitude of personal choices related to health
are made by the individual itself, based on immediate likings and personal

preferences, t¡ends and commercial pressures, needs a scientific backing.

An example: The physician of the future has to be taught, and has to know
how to confi-ont the dying patient with the fact that his fate is a result of
own choices.

6 In the 2003 textbook editeci by Larsen ck al. Professor Alders Grimsmo ar:gr,res -For the

necessiq. oflauncl-ring botrom-up stlaregies in the local socrery to counteract rhe rop-clor,rn

s teefrllg.
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- Copingwith rhythms
Up left in the diagram is a box for application of short perspective, group
perspective oriented public heatrh activities. This is a field which deseryes
growing attention. of course there a¡e medical grounds to be alert: Exam-
ples are immediate public health precautions and actions needed in nutri-
tional and environmental hygiene, quick responses to infection threats, ca-
tastrophes and so fonh.

On the other hand, as a basically long sighted science, public health
has to learn how to ha¡dle the often dominating short perspectives
held by other influential agents in sociery. Important decisions for the
future are mostþ taken by politicians in an environment where the per-
spectives are varying, often short and with elections as important mile-
stones. And with other main objectives than health.

Even if scientific knowledge is at hand, public health sciences also have
to develop methods to achieve proper attention to the long term perspec-
tive even if there is a collision with other time perspectives. Cooperation on
an appropriare level with responsible represenratives from the media may
belong here.

Three boxes versus one
According to the logics used in this paper, the understanding of the med-
ical sphere would benefit if it was divided into rwo separare pafts: on the
one hand clinical medicine with its mostly individual approach and short
time perspective, and on the other hand public health science with its
mostly long term objectives and a population perspective. The extensions
into population based and individual practice make public health also
cover two other boxes of the framework in figure 1. There definitely are
three boxes of the same kind, contrasting another.

No further research is needed to documenr that clinical work and pub-
lic health work in many counrries gradually separate more and more. of
cou¡se' the increasing amount of knowledge a¡d skills needed both in clin-
ical medicine and in public health leaves a rationale for allowing specialist
concentrate on specialist work, and makes a separation understandable.
But there are other reasons to be considered: Modern hospitals often oper-
ate within tight budgets with few openings for orher work than meeting
short time core objectives, which are the "production" of rreared patients.
Gene¡al practice, even with the group orienred, long perspecrive name
"family medicine" attached, is increasingly commercialised through finan-
cial systems, and a strong individual approach with a short perspective is
favoured.
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It can be claimed that many of the difficuldes encountered by public
health sciences and public health work relate to unclea¡ understanding of
this subdivision of two parts of medical worh which by far have quite dif-
ferent objectives, scientific bacþround, working methods, and agents. Ba-

sic concepts are also different, and social and environmental changes im-
portant for health may be difficult to assess through clinical medical

thinking. Perhaps the n¡¡o faces of medicine also recruit different people

from the very beginning.
It adds to the diffìculties that medical work, especially that of the physi-

cians, for a series ofreasons has been so strongly linked to clinical practice

that many public health arguments are not perceived as medical anymore;

simply not belonging to the working field of a doctor. In line with this,

public health intervention from the medical side may be felt as disturbing
and untimely by politicians, administrators and other agents for the setup

ofsociety.
All this is steered by concepts, and probably we do not know enough

about these concepts.

Possible changes and tasks ahead
The very first thing should probably be to identify the discipline of public
health as something separâte from clinical medicine, and especially from
general practice (family medicine). In some countries, as e.g. in Norway,
the linkage has a historical basis because the health legislation in force

1860-1984 implied local public health offìcers in all districts of the coun-
try, and nearly all of them combined this activiry with general practice. It
can be claimed that medical education in Norwegian universities still pre-

pares students for medical careers which ceased to exist twent)¡ years ago.

The concept of the physician's role is the first one which should be explored

and adjusted.

Another element which carries weight is the prevailing system of inte-

grated medical teaching. This is obviously not the best solution for training
the students in population directed, long term medical thinkings, at least

not at e curriculum level when they are polishing their clinical proficienry
and their overwhelming objective is to become clinical doctors and treat in-
dividual patients. In this setting, at the best, issues from the boxes of ap-

plied public health manage to attract interest, while main principles are felt
more far fetched.

Representatives of public health as a discipline should refine their own

concept of what public health is alike. Previously, rvhen preventive ancl

clinical medicine v/ere more intermingled ancl often in the hand of the
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same persons, the public health officers, the image of public health was less
problematic. Now, public health includes a se¡ies ofprofessionals from diÊ
ferent fields like epidemiology, natural sciences, social sciences, humani-
ties, engineering etc., because of the inherent complexity of the field. But
the core, the soul ofpublic health science is not included in the role of the
indi¡¡idual partaking professions; itliesin tbe sarn oftbem,in the integrated
body of knowledge shaped through concerted efforts. Research, teaching
and practice should also be organised that way.

It is a question if the schools and institutions teaching and serving pub-
lic health are ideal, mainly because they lack the broad and integrated in-
terdiscþlinarity which is needed ro become heavy and authoritaiive bases
for research, documentation, teaching and counselling, and to act as
methodological centres for development of eftèctive applied public health
services. But why such cenrres are only rarely found , againis a reflection of
changing conceprs which deserve to be explored.

An example from recenr public health history: A'ound 1970, in many
countries epidemiology experienced a boosr, not least because of rapidly
developing computer techniques. New and important connections be,
tween man and environment and between man and health related behav-
iou¡ were unveiled. In the years which have passed, a vast body of know-
ledge has emerged and still emerges every day. some places, public health
and preventive medicine as disciplines have more or less been identified as
epidemiology, a trut supported and maintained by public health publica-
tion media. In that way a parr of the field more or less conquered the hege-
mony, leaving e.g. the broad approach by the so called social hygiene from
the interwa¡ years of the 20ù century behind.

However, what most appallingly has been retarded is the deveropmenr
of methods for implemenrarion, for transforming new public health
knowledge into applied public health. \Øe know a lor about, say, chemical,
physical and social environmenral hazards, the effects of poverry on health,
etc. But new and confirming knowledge added, does not help us influence
so much the skewed situation. A new systematic approach to what public
health really is alike, and to where rhe süong and the weak points 
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quired.
Exploring and adjustment of conceprs within public health is a musr,

and so is the integration of disciplines. Likewise are the exrernal conceprs
met bypublic health an issue of itself.

In pracdcal public health work, conceprs are encounrerecl all the line
down: concepts about the importance of health as compared ro other val-
tles, concepts about incliviclual fr-eedorn from interference, concepts abour
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economy. Systematic studies of such concepts are sdll scatered, but should
be carried through according to an overruling objective: To strengthen
public health.

The trees of the forest
Back to our introductory metaphor: The tasks of the representatives of
public health are to see, to study, to learn from and to include in their scope

the ever new trees coming into sight.
But still a path is needed.
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Gunnar Tellnes

The community approach to
public health

Michael 2004; I : 206-i 1.

Summary
There is both a strong political and economic røtionale for gouernments to in-
uest rnore in cornmunity based public heabh reseørch and practice. (Jrbanisa-

tion seetns to lead to greater inequalities amongpopulation groups botb witbin
tlte urban areas ds well as dae to rural-urban dffirencel The shaping of heabb

promoting settings øt worþ, in hospitøls, in schools and in local cornmunities,

therefore has been srgnrfcantþ sapported fu the'World He¿hh Organisation.

Heabh promotion requires partnerships for heahh and social d¿aeloltment be-

nteen the dffirent sectors at all leuels of the community. New heahh challenges

meøn thøt new ør¿d diuerse networþs need to be created to achieue intersectoral
colløboration. Such networks should prouide rnutual assistance within and be-

tween coufttries andføcilitate excltønge of informøtion on which strategies are

ffictiue in uthich settirugs. The potential for a more holistic commurcity ap-
proach to public heabb practice and policy, underlirue the importance of inter-
discip liruary co lkboratioru in our future researc h.

Illness, disease and sickness have a major impact on the economic situation
and well-being of an individual in any society. This is particularly rrue in
the lower income regions of countries and big cities. Improvements in
health may boost productivity and the individual's level of income, capac-
ity to acquire an education, and psychological wellbeing. There is therefore
a strong both political and economic rationale for governments ro invest
more in public health research and practice (1). The Commission on
fuIacroeconomics and Health, chaired by Professor Jeffrey Sachs of Har-
vard lJniversiry, showed that disease is a drain on socieries, and that invest-
ments in health can be a concrete input to economic development (2).
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Urbanisation, inequalities and public health
Nowadays, people in Europe live longer and lead healthier lifestyles than
ever before. However this does not give grounds for complacenry. One in
Êve citizens still dies at eatly age, often due to preventable disease, and there
are disturbing inequalities in health status between social classes and across

geographical a¡eas. Urbanisation is an on-going process, having a profound
impact on people's livelihood and health starus. The globalisation of mar-
kets, increased use of communication and new information technologies
a¡e the driving forces behind this process. The urbanisation process has

ma¡ked effects on the natural and cultural environment, on housing
arrangements and social networls, as well as on work and employment pat-
terns, not only in cities, but also in rural areas. Urbanisation seems to lead
to greater inequalities among population groups in regard to distribution
of risk factors to health, both within the urban areas as well as due to rural-
urban differences. Access to health care, social services and cultu¡al activi-
ties are generally often better in the cities, but usually access is not evenly
distributed among the population.

Salutogenesis as a supplement to pathogenesis
These rapid processes of change represent a challenge to public health pol-
iry. Public health resea¡ch and practice should focus not only on factors
causing disease and injuries (pathogenesis), but also factors promoting
health (salutogenesis) in the perspective of health promotion and preven-
tion in different settings. Tomorrow's society will most probably focus
more on that which strengthens health, namely the salutogenic (health

causing) facto¡s as described byAntonovslif (3). The shaping ofhealth pro-
moting settings at work, in hospitals, in schools and in local communities,
therefore has been significantþ supported by the'V7orld Health Organisa-
tion (ìØHO).

Partnerships for public health
Health promotion requires partnerships for healrh and social development
between the different sectors at all levels of the community (4). Existing
partnerships need to be strengthened and the potential for new partner-
ships must be explored and evaluated. Partnerships are now used as a pub-
lic health tool in some European countries. Two cases from United King,
dom and Norway are examples of rhis kind of communiry approach ro
public health.

The first example is the introduction ofpartnership in EastAnglia, Eng-
land (5). The Joint Plan for Colchester, June2004,will improve the health
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andwellbeing of local people, particularly those who are experiencing poor
health linked to social and economic deprivation or other forms of disad-
vantage.

Underþing the plan are three main principles:
l. Reducing health inequalities
2. Social, cultural, economic and environmental factors have not

only direct impact on health, but may also limit or strongly infu-
ence the choices people make about their lifestyles and behaviours.

3. Significant improvements in public health will only occur if or-
ganisations work together towards shared objectives.

There are aheady many local groups, involving a wide range of agencies

working together, that focus on public health issues. \Øhat has been miss-
ing is an overarching cohesive, coordinating group ro ensure that there is

progress in all relevant a¡eas with clear links across groups. The overarching
group will also ensure that duplication of effort is minimised. It is planned
that the Colchester Partnership for Public Health Group will take on this
role (5).

Increased community capacity and empowennent to the individuals
Health promotion is ca¡ried out by and uith people, not on or to people (4) .

It improves both the ability of individuals ro take ecrion, and the capacity
of groups, organisations or communities to influence the determinants of
health.

"Settings for health" represent the organisational base ofthe infrastruc-
ture required for health promotion (4). New health challenges mean rhar
new and diverse networks need to be created to achieve intersectoral col-
laboration. Such networks should provide mutual assistance within and be-
tween countries and facilitate exchange of information on which strategies
are effectiye in which seftings.

Experience with a new cornmunity based approach to health
pfomotion in Norway
The second example is from a municipaliry rvest of Oslo. Partnerships for
health promotion and new and diverse nerwo¡ks have been created ro
achieve intersectoral collaboration in a local communiry (6). The aim was
to create a common arena and forum for wholeness thinking and creativiry,
in order to improve environmenr, qualiry of life and healrh emong people
in the local community (7). The challenge was to ger various interest
groups, i.e. public agencies, privaie businesses, voluntary organisations and



pioneers to co-operate in order to develop the idea to be realised in health
promoting settings (8). The cenue described below is now one of the offi-
cial partners of public health in the county of Akershus as well as the mu-
nicipality ofAsker.

At the Centre for Nature-Culture-Health (NaCuHeal) in Asker there
have since l994been several experiments where individuals from the local
population have been helped to find their own talents and capacity for
work to mainta-in function and pleasure in work (6-8). Æ the Nature-Cul-
ture-Health centre it is desirable with participation and positive inrerac-
tions between persons of all ages, health srarus, philosophies and social po-
sitions. The idea is that such a meeting place benveen practitioners and
theorists, between the presently well and the presentþ nor so well, will be

stimulating and enlightening to most people. Through participation in
Nature-Culture-Health groups the individual will find the opportuniry to
bring to life his or her own ideas by emphasizing positive and creative ac-

tivities outside one self. At the same time, NaCuHeal-activities mey nour-
ish other sides of one's personality that may also need developmenr, atten-
tion and strengthening, to prepare for community and new social

networks.

Persons with different health problems may forget their health related
and social problems for a while. Among others, some participents were
long-term certified sich in rehabilitation or orher social security clients.

The NaCuFIeal concept
The concept of Nature-Culture-Health is based on rhe idea of stimulating
to wholeness thinking and creativity by emphasizing:

. Nature, out-door life, and environmental activities

. Culture, art, physical acdvity and diet

. Health promotion, prevention and rehabilitation
The intention was to:

. Increase participants' own empowerment and participation in
activities in relation to strengthening their own health, quaJity of
life and function

. Create growth in social networks that are encouraging and stim-
ulating

. Motivate to work abiliry and to explore rvays of coping in day-to-
clay activities.

The activities seem to strengthen rhe ability ro cope, implove quality of life
ancl enable us to meet everyday life in a positive manner. To encourage Na-
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ture-Culture-Health acdviries among other things means emphasizing the
positive factors leading to health (salutoge nesis) . Heahlt may in this context
be defined as having as litde illness as possible while having the energy to
cope with the tasks and challenges of everyday life.

Many individuals have through different Nature-Culture-Health activ-
ities experienced that e.g. dance, music, art, physical acdviry, nature walks,
hiking, gardening or conract with pets give an indirect effect with feelings
of zest for life, inspiration and desire fo¡ rehabilitation. For many persons
cenified sich this has been a method for return-ro-work. The direct route
through vocarional rehabilitation mey be of help to some people. For oth-
ers, however, it may be necessary to take a more indirect and creative route
to succeed in their rehabilitation, i.e. to practice and participate in
NaCuHeal-activities for later to achieye a more usefirl and acdve existence.
The way through such creadye activities may give each individual a feeling
of meaning and desire to acr.

There is reason to believe that there is an untapped potential for im-
proving public health by employing health-promoting narrrre and cultural
activities. This is also a great challenge ro our new multicultural and urban
society. The goal is increased ability to cope, productivity and prosperiry to
all people, i.e. not only the affluent members of society, but also the ones
who are in danger of becoming permanentþ incapable of working.

The challenge is to get various interest groups, i.e. public agencies, pri-
vate businesses, voluntary organisations and pioneers to co-operate in order
to develop this idea to be realised in health promoting serrings.

New challenges for public health evaluation and information
Since new health challenges mean that new and diverse networks need to
be created to achieve intersectoral collaboration, new methods of public
health research have to be developed. Synthetic research methods probably
have to be applied in order to evaluate rhe community approach to public
health used at the NaCuHeal-cenrre in Asker.

The increase of information and publications of science, medicine,
public health and health promotion force us to develop new information
systems in order to apply an evidence based communiry approach to pub-
lic health in the years ro come. Information design and Poþscopic Modeling
offers a way to consrrucr reliable or sciendfic high-level information (9).

The potential for a rnore holistic communiry approach to public healrh
practice and policy, underline rhe importance of interdisciplinary collabo-
ration in our furure research (10).
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The Norwegian Society of Public Heålth (NFSH) is a new interdisci-

plio"ry organisation promoting public health through research, training
policy dwelopment and practice. The focus is on lifestyle, healtþ envi-
ronment and dleviating inequalities in health. NFSH is a member of the

European Public Health Association (EUPHA) (11), and the Vorld Fed-

eration of Public Health Associations 0WFPI{A).
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Maurice B. Mittelmark

New objectives in public health:
Health promotion and the research
methods in social sciences

Michael 2004; I : 2 12-20.
Summary
A 'new public heahh' bas emerged in recent lears, airned at irnprouing the ef-

fectiueness of intententions by combining synergisticatþ heatth edacøtion and
beabhy poliqt strategies. The new public heabh ølso emphøsises participøtory
practice and researcb metbods. citizens ønd prøctitioners are increasingþ
recognised as hauing inuøluable expertise tbat can øssist public heabh research
to be more releuønt to community needs. A challengefacingpublic beølth is to
better equip pablic heahh professionals and researcbers for the neu., public
heøltlt. This requires new thinking and innouøtion in pablic lteabh research.
The social sciences haue /ong contributed to public health reseørch, but an euen
larger contribution is possible. variow nicbes in the social sciences ffir tbe pos-
sibility þr scholastic bybrids uith traditionøl public health research methods
thøt could enriclt public heabh researcb's productiuity ønd releaønce. Tbis pø-
Per Prouides seueral exarnples of this potential, inclading tbe emerging researcy't

ãrenl¿s ofpopalør epidzrniolog and cubura| epidemiolog.

The 'new' public health began its emergence in the late l97}'s, with the
Alma Ata Declaration of Health for All, reinforced by the ottawa charter
for Health Promotion of 1986 (Baum 1998). Among the central ideas of
the new public health are these:

. Health is a resource for achievement by individuals, groups and so-
ciety; Health is not merely the absence of disease or disabiliry;

. Health promotion includes an emphasis on promoting good men-
tal, physical and social functioning of individuaÌs, and the develop-
ment of social capiral in communities and communiry settings;
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. Health promotion work must take place in the settings where peo-

ple live their lives; homes, neighbourhoods, schools, work places,

recreational areas, places of worship, communities.

The people themselves are the experts about their aspirations for living;
they must be involved as respected partne¡s in public health;

. Health is an unequally distributed resource, and public health has a

role to play in reducing inequities that contribute to health inequal-
ity.

. The determinants of health are beyond the control of the public
health and medical sectors; coordinated policy and action in other
sectors such as agriculture, education and public safety are needed to
promote population health;

. Effective health promotion requires coordinated action to educate

people about healthy choices and to help create environments that
support health.

Today's challenge is to better train public health professionals and re-

searchers for the new public healdr, and to create ever more productive re-

search programmes to support further advancement of the new public
health. This requires new thinking and innovation in public health re-

sea¡ch. Some of the sources fo¡ such innovation are to be found in various
niches of social science theory and method. But today, they are on or be-
yond the periphery of main stream public health research. Enlarging pub-
lic health practice a¡d research to include today's most innovative social

science is not only desirable, but highly consistent with public health's his-
torical record of rapid adaptation to changing times a¡d health challenges.

F¡om the emergence of public health as a professional activity in the
United Kingdom in the middle of the nineteenth century, public health
has been under constant and rapid development. As professional public
health has spread, first to the United States in the early twentieth cenrury,

and later to other places, it has adapted to local conditions, in some places

Ênding its home as a medical subspecialty, in other places becoming a sep-

arate profession, and in yet other instances being diffused, with no clear ac-

ademic home or identity.
The subject matter of professional public health has also been expand-

ing constantly, having first been devoted to the causes ofsanitation and hy-
giene, with the main goal of preserving health through the means of clean-

ing the environment. Then, the dominant actors were engineers, chemists,

biologists and bacteriologists (Fee ancl Porter, 1991). As ¡he medical pro-
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fession developed the idea that prevention was a task also for medicine, the
challenges of reducing the morbidity and mortality at the population level
competed for attention with sanitation and hygiene. In many places, pub-
lic health was 'medicalised', and professional public health came inro com-
plex relationships with social medicine, community medicine, and in Eng-
land, with public health medicine.

\Øith the dawn of the compurer age, sratistics and statisticians took on
ever mo¡e cenrral roles in public health. From the mid-1920's, health-¡e-
lated lifestyle emerged as a public health issue, and educators, nutritionists,
exercise physiologists and psychologists joined the fray. From the mid-
1980's, a 'radical' branch of public health (called health promorion in
many pa-rts of the world) became established in many universities. Spe-
cialised centres were creared, devoted to interdisciplinary research that in-
cluded media advocaa¡ specialists, community organisers, acrion re-
seatchers, and scholars f¡om main stream public health disciplines. Most
recently, schools of public health have scampered ro creare research and
teaching units devoted to the use of genetic information to improve health
and prevent disease.

These mileposts illustrate how the legitimate activities of public health,
including public health research, have been ever expanding. Nothing has

been shed; sanitation and hygiene are core areas ofpublic health todayjust
as they have been from the start. Public health has proven its elasticity, it
can and does adapt to the challenges of the day.Today, new forces on pub-
lic health are giving rise to new objectives, and calling for even more ex-
pansion of public health's vision. Among the most compelling of these
forces is the drive to enhance the functioning of individuals, families,
schools, work places and communities as a whole. Not only public health,
but virtually every public administrative secror and many academic arenas

are being recruited to the effort.
A key element in today's approach to enhancing human functioning is

the involvement of citizens as respected partners in community improve-
ment, with experts alongside, not leading. These ideas are not new, and
participatory social research has a history dating back to the end ofìØorld
\Øar II. The field of community psychology, in parricular, shows how a rra-
ditional discipline - psychology - can be infused with a participatory ide-
ology, and produce research useful both to the discipline and the commu-
nity. The sketch of communiry psychology that follor,vs illustrates this
point. This is followed by brief ovewiews of two emerging hybrid fields in
public health that illustlate rhe same point, but cioser ro home: populal
epiclemiology, and cnltr-rra1 epidemiology.
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Communitypsychology
The founding of communitypsychology in the United States in the 1960's

was motivated by many psychologists'wish to contribute to the reduction
of social inequalities of the times, and to right social wrongs that festered in
American society. A founder of the field, Julian Rappaport, wrote:
". .. community psychology is concerned with the right of all people to ob-
tain the material, educational, and psychological resources available in their
society. In this regard community psychology is a kind of reform move-

ment ... and its adherents have advocated more equitable distribution of
the resources that psychology and the helping professions control" (R"ppr-

port 1997).

Community psychology's ideological synchrony with the new public
health is reflected particularly well by its ecological orientation (Catalano

L979), having these main features, again according to Rappapon (1997,

pages2-3):
. the notion that there are neither inadequate persons nor environ-

ments, but the fit between the two may be in relative accord or dis-

cord;
. the conviction that action for change emphasises the creation of aI-

ternatives by developing existing resources and strengths, rather
than looking for weaknesses;

. the embracement of a value system based on cultural relativity and

diversity.
In its content, community psychology bears a striking resemblance to the

new public health, with emphases on person-environment fit in commu-
nity settings, coping a¡d social support, promotion of social competence,

stimulation of citizen participetion and empowerment, and organising for
community and social change (Dalton, Elias and \Øandersman 2001).

The research methods of community psychology are highly participa-
tory and âcdon research is common in the Êeld. Participatory action re-

search involves practitioners and community members in the resea¡ch

process from the initial design of a project, to data gathering and data

analysis. Together, community members, practitioners and researche¡s

draw conclusions about what action and change priorities arise from the re-

search findings.
A critical difference between traditional public health research and ac-

tion research is that the communiry are equal partners with professional re-

searchers in deciding what the research question is. Community priorities
and concerns are often set before researcher's academic interests, but ide-

ally, over the long run issues of importance to both the community and the
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reseerchers receive sufficient emphasis. In some cases, action research in-
cludes no professional researchers at all. Instead, research happens as a nar-
ural part of worHng. For example, a public social services work group
might engage in a constant cycle of doinglearning-doingJearning, payrng
carefü, sysremaric and critical attenrion to the learning (researcÐ parts of
the rycle, and communicating what is learned to other groups involved in
the same kind of work. Researchers who help organisations develop the
skills for such action research are truly engaged in capacity building, by
weaning practitioners of total dependency on professional resea¡chers.

Popular epidemiolog¡r
A particularly good example of how the principles of research that charac-
terise community psychology research can be incorporated into public
health is found in the emerging arena of popular psychology(Leung, yen et
aL 2004). This emerging arena in epidemiology melds the inreresrs and re-
search methods of epidemiology and community based participatory re-
sea¡ch in order to : (1) understand the social conrext in which disease out-
comes occur; (2) involve community partners in the research process, and
(3) insure that action is part ofthe resea¡ch process.

The success of this hybrid of old and new is aheady evident in the spe-
cialty of environmental epidemiology, so much so that Leung, et. aI.
(2004) call on all of epidemiology to seek ways incorporate community
based participatory research methods alongside the standard research
methods of the field. The beneâts, they claim, would be improvement in
epidemiology's abiliry to undersrand complex community health prob-
lems, to enhance the policy and practice relevance of the research, and to
identify and implement srrucrural changes needed for health improve-
ment.

An example from Tasmania, Australia, illustrates the possibilities.T
There, ¡esidents of two rural townships were concerned about increased
respiratory illnesses in the winter monrhs. This prompted an investigarion
which concluded that the main cause was pollution from the use of wood-
fired heating in winrer, exacerbated by unfavourable ropographical and
meteorological conditions. Other factors were forest fires, poor waste in-
cineration practices in the timber inclustry, and rural and domestic ourdoor

7 Abstracted from Mittelmark MB, Gillis DE, Hsu-Hage B. Communiry development: The
lole ofhealth impact assessment. In: J I(emm, J Parry and S Palner (Eds.) Health Inpa"ctAs,
sess,ìrcitt: Conce?ts, lulethods a.dd Applicatìo;z¡, Oxfold University P¡ess, Lonclon, 2001t, pp
t43-r52.
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burning. The increase in the use of domestic wood heaters followed the

surge of world oil prices during the 1970s. The improper use of wood
heaters played a significant role in the high level of air pollution.

The community and government agencies worked hand-in-hand to
identify the causes of pollution and develop strategies to reduce pollution
levels. A community action group stimulated involvement of the media
and school and ac¿demic leaders, to publicise the issue and educate the

community about th€ effect ofwood burning on the atmosphere and of the

need to improve techniques of fuel combustion.
Technical reports were prepared that advised more stringent emission

stipulations for newwood heaters, subsidies for upgrading of heaters, qual-
ity controls on firewood, continuing community education, and encour-

agement of homeowners to properþ insulate their houses. The local gov-

ernment worked in partnership with the Australian Solid Fuel Heating
Association Inc., in e proactive \May to educate the community by offering
a free advisory service to any domestic consumer who had a problem with
smoke from a wood heater. The local Council improved a local law that
controlled the construction and use ofincinerators, restricted the operation
of domestic incinerators to t\4ro days a month, and banned on-the-ground
burning.

This case study illustrates the feasibility of real partnership between en-

vironmental epidemiology, local government and citizens, leading to
changes in local government policy in respond to community advocaa¡

about a health issue raised by citizens. Criticall¡ the advocacy initiative was

armed with evidence from an impact assessment that identified the deter-

minants of the health problem. The community demonstrated its willing-
ness and ability to tackle a complex problem in partnership with govern-
ment and industry. The three-year process undoubtedly strengthened the

community's confidence and abiliry to take concerted action on a wide
range of issues that might arise in the future. Thus, while the impetus for
action was the problem of respiratory illness, the problem solving process

resulted in community capacity building.

Cultural epidemiology
The term 'cultural epidemiology' seems an oxymoron, given the differ-
ences between epidemiology and anthropology. Nevertheless, experience

in as dive¡se places as India, England and Canada shows that when epi-

demiology and anthropology combines forces, public health ¡esearch can

enjoy successes that would be hard to imagine otherw¡ise (\Øeiss 2001). The
need for anthropologic perspectives ancl research methods stems in iarge
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part from the increasing complexity of the social context in which epi-
demiology operates in our modern times. social processes such as migra-
tion, modernisation, urbanisation and globalisation add social elements to
epidemiological problems rhat cannot be approached with classical public
methods alone. People's conceprs of health, and what it means to be
healthy, or ill, varyfrom place to place. If epidemiological intelligence is to
lead to local public health policy and practice that is culturally sensitive and
appropriate, the social contexr of a health problem is perhaps best ad-
dressed as part of the epidemiological work, nor as an a_fterthought.

At the community level, where the translation of policy into planning
and action often takes place, two kinds of information, developed in a co-
ordinated wey, are essential. on the one hand, local public health workers
need a¡ epidemiological portrait of the community. on the other hand,
they need information about the local experience of illness, its meaning,
risk and risk aversion cukure, and patterns ofhelp seeking and problem
solving in the community (\Øeiss, 2001). A research project that combines
epidemiology and anthropology places priority not just on the objective
risk factors and ourcomes, but also on clarifying the nature and distribution
of illness experiences and meanings. Such a project combines qualitative
and quantitative methods, and the data from these complementary inves-
tigative processes are mutually enriching.

Recent reporrs in the literature show how cultural epidemiology can be
used to investigate clinical problems such as depression. In an example
from India, people reporting for the first time to a public psychiarry screen-
ing clinic and screening positive for depression participated in interviews
focused on their personal experience, ideas and activities related their pat-
terns of distress, perceived causes of their problems and help-seeking activ-
ities (Raguram, \Øeiss et al. 2001). Also, diagnostic assessment using stan,
dard clinical methods was undertaken. Nearly half the participants had
co-morbid conditions, calling into question the vaJidiry of '\Øestern' psy-
chiatric diagnosis standards in non-nØestern settings. From the interview
data, the most troubling aspecr of their health for many respondents was
various kinds of aches and pains. Social problems were cited by many as the
main cause of their problems, and 'nerves' were the most frequently re-
ported cause. Parricipants reported seeking help from private allopathic
clocto's as -well as public clinic physicians, ancl not being very satisfied wirh
aliopathic trearmenr.

The researchers concludecl that to address the neecls and expectations of
persons with positive depression screening results, health professionals
sh.oulcl attend to diagnosis ancl clinicai formulation, but also to rhe exper.i-
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ence and meaning of their patients' problems. Culturally sensitive inquiry
might in this way stimulate treatment strategies that a¡e congruent with the

cultural concepts and needs of patients (Raguram, et al, 2001).

The above example is from clinical epidemiology, but it is not difficult
to imagine how epidemiology in the general community would benefit

from closer connections to social sciences in general and especially qualita-

tive methods of investigation. For example, at the Universiry of Bergen,

population-based, quantitatiye investigations of chronic social stress a¡rd

associated psychological distress have been complemented by qualitative

investigations, with usefrrl results (Mittelmark 2004). The survey research

showed that chronic social stress levels in the general community were

high, and significantly associated with depression symptoms, anxiety and

loneliness. But no quantitatiye survey can illuminate what is like to experi-

ence chronic social stress on a personal basis, and to struggle to cope. The
in-depth interviews that complemented the survey research in the Bergen

studies ¡evealed that when survey respondents indicate they experience

chronic social stress, it was not merely normal daily social hassles that stim-
ulated their affirmative responses. Rather, vinually all respondents in the

qualitative studies indicated that very burdensome, long lasting and seem-

ingly insoluble interpersonal problems had stirnulated them to report affir-
metive responses on the survey questionnaires. The qualitative studies en-

riched the interpretation of the quentitative data and suggested

refinements for funher quantitative research.

Conclusion
The research described above illustrates how public health is enriched by

expanding its academic'watershed' to social science approaches and meth-

ods that are not today part of mainstream public health research. Other ar-

eas of social science that have much to offer include environmental psy-

chology (Booth and Crouter, 2001), economic development (|ack, 1999),

political ecology (Stott, 2000), and information technology and pedagogy
(Loveless, 2001). This paper has made the point that the tasks of the new

public health require innovative thinking in the public health research

community, and that social science approaches and methods a¡e available

that could strengthen public health research's capacity to innovate. How-
ever, practical mechanisms are required to activate the potential. The ex-

pansion of university-based, interdisciplinary ¡esearch centres presents an

obvious partial solution. Cross-cutting conferences, research journals ancl

training programmes are other bridge-building mechanisms with promise.

Finally and quite obviously, schools of public health ancl medical depart-
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ments devoted to community hedth have great potential to creare the
needed environments, by the strategic recruitrnent to ttreir faculties of top
notch social science scholars, a¡ound vrhom hybrid resea¡ch ernironments
wouldgrow.
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Nils Aarsæther

Reflections on Health and democraq -
proposals for interdisciplin ary projects

Michael2004; 1:221-30
Summary
The ¿im ofthis essay is to lircþ tbe ongoing discourse on the consequences of
bailding social and politicøl capital, to heahb promotion issues. In the social sci-

ences, Robert Patnami worþ on social capital has been extend¿d to couer a se-

ries of problem øreas, inclading heabh prornotion and democratic participa-
tion. Especialþ in Pumarn's study "BowlingAlnne" (2000) ofthe consequences

of sociøl capitalformatiorz and decline in Arnerica, the positiue efect of ngeth-
erness on public, semi-pablic, and euen priuate arenas on heabh is dpcumented

at tbe leuel ofthe (US) state. The essay ?roposes stadies to be und¿rtahen at the

leuel oftbe locality or municipality, to exltbre tbe possible relation between po-
litical and social participation ønd ltealth, botb for the participants tltemselues

andfor the commanity at lnrge.

There are at least three different discourses connecting "health" with
democrary" today: First, there is t}re problem of democratisation of the

health sector, within a political economy perspective or a feminist perspec-

tive. Second there is an attempt to use health science concepts as metaphors

in political science discourses concerning the performance of democratic
institutions. None of these discourses will be addressed here, as I will con-

centrate on a third theme: In what ways does democracy foster health?

How ca¡ we model a relationship betrveen democratic practices and the

health condition of people living within a political constituenry? \X/hat are

the gaps in knowledge when we want to discuss the merits of democratic
practices to health, and how should these gaps be filled by interdisciplinary
research, involving social scientists and the health sciences? These grand

questions can only be ha¡dled in an impressionist way in the present essay,

as my research in local government processes - at least at first sight - is only
marginally in touch with public health issues.
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Democracydefined
"Democracy" can be defined in many r /ays. In discussions of health and
democracy, the distributional effects of democratic practices are often
highlighted, such as economic equality, gendered equality and the demo-
cratically based welfare system's ability to function as a safety net for disad-
vantaged groups. In the present discussion, democracy as e process ofpop-
ular participation, rather than its effects will be given priority. A¡d in this
respect democragr means more than ¡¡otef turnout at national elections,
and the way the elected representatives follow the mandate given by the
electorare. In addition, democratic participation means that ordinøry people
are takingpart in discussions ønd opinionformation ørourud issaes of collectiue
problems in their community - be it at the level of the localiry or the nation
- and their solution bypolitical measures. Sometimes people arrive at a con-
sensual decision, which is the deliberative political ideal. Sometimes polit-
ical participarion means the opposite - an escalation of communiry conflict
- more in line with the idea of political competition based on conflict of in-
terests and values.

Modelling democracy - health relations
\Øith a professional background in local governmenr studies, my compe-
tence is within the health side of the democracy - health relation is very
limited. The \ØHO definiton of Health - a srare of complete physical,
mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infir-
miry - seems to be suited for a discussion of health's relation to democracy
understood as citizen participation, as rhe definition includes a social ele-
ment es well as the physical and mental elemenrs.

To model a relation between democrary and health, the relations may
be specified like in the following, where "democratic practices" refer ro ac-
tivities at certain territorial levels (municipality, region, state) that are gov-
erned by a democratic institution.

Effe cre on pmicipants

physic.al condiúon

Fig, l
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"Democratic participation" in the upper left corner is here the independ-

ent variable that is thought to be productive to the health standard of a
community in two rrays. First, by the effect that participation has upon the

participant, and second, by the effect participation has on the quality of the

decisions and policies.

In the first row, the effect of increased democratic participation upon

the individual is understood as the democratic experience in itself- the

feeling of exerting some power, and the social benefits from participat-
ing in discussions, of attending rallies etc. - contributing to the individ-
ual's health condition, by the "mental" way. Exacdy a high degree of
particþation means that these effects reach a substantial part of the

population, not only a few democratically elected ofÉìcers in local gov-

ernment. On the other side, there is little reason to expect that the ones

positively affected by the practice of participation will be the more de-

prived parts of the polity. Attending political meetings and paying party
membership fees in the post-industrial age is something deÊniteþ
"middle class". As to effects on the physical condition, these may be

more dubious (wewill return to that issue). People maybe feeling good

by getting engaged, but this does not mean that these people do the

"right" things as to life habits.

- The second row specifies how increased democratic participation may

lead to better problem-solving and collective solutions. There are two
efFects of this that may be relevant to health: First, the creation of an all-

over better social environment equipped with good schools, safe roads

and accessible parks and playing grounds. This is supposed to create a

better local, regional, or national community, with implications for so-

cial well-being and, in the next step, (possibþ physical and mental

health.

The second effect (third row in the model) is the direct connection be-

tween democrâtic practices and health, which is the situation when

democratic participation enlarges the local political agenda for health is-

sues and their solutions. This effect is also strengthened by actions of
voluntary organizations based on democratic participation, in the Êeld

of health issues and patients' rights.

The model thus shows both benefits that are inrinsic (for participants) and

benefits of the public-goocls type (for all) resulting from increased political

PartlclPatron.
There is of course a interlinking of the causal chains, and there ale

baclovard loops from improved health and communiry solutions that may
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Putnam and the social cåpital discourse
The reasoning presented above is inspired by the interdisciplinary research
effort made by American political scientist Robert putman 

"rrd 
Ài, associ-

have set the agenda for a new discussion of what makes democracy - and
sociery at large - work.

Putnam's findings are i
well-known and corroborat
tion measures and quality
To be more precise, Putnam can be said to have rediscovered the relation

runge of societal qualities, including "Health and happiness" (Bowling
Alone, chapter 20).

The very simple idea is that when people are co-operating on a volun-
tary basis, sociery will improve, and so will the welfare of the individuals.
Hence the provoking dtle of book "BowlingAlone": According to put-
nam, Americans are attending bowling halls just as much as before these
clays. The difference is that they are not bowling in teams and leagues to the



extent that did some decades ago - today bowling is more of an activity you
perform alone, at times that fit into your (tight) time schedule. This is very
much the same as the move from the formerþ popular sport clubs- based

fitness group sessions to "Health studio" individual attendances. According
to this reasioning, the refined fitness machinery and the professional advice

the customers are ofFered at the modern health studio a¡e of less value than
the more outdated Êtness groups coming weekly together to perform
stretch - and - bow - exercises. The social component, according to this
view, compensates for technological refinement and professional advice.

"Togetherness" - in Putnam's sense of the teÍm - is important to soci-

etyby aseries of mechanisms; they can be listed as:

building trust, as there is an expectance of everyone taking her/his turn,
and thus there will be a hindrance to the practicing of free-riding,
enhancing empath¡ as one is likely to take into account not only a me-

chanical division of labour, but also the views and context of other par-
ticipating colleagues,

building a collective identity, as people joining a club will identiS' with
the collective unit, and this will possibly form one stabilizing pillar of
the individual's selÊidentity,
creating equality, as there is an inherent expectation of reciprocity in
collectives, and the mechanisms for reaching decisions will be based on

one individual - one vote. The political equality of the organizations

will influence the members' conceptions also of economic equality (in
any case people will start thinking about economic equality when dis-

cussing the size of the membership fee),

providing welfare solutions by collective problem-solving. It is evident
that collective action produce collective solutions that enhance the wel-
fare of its members, for instance within health-promotion,
bringing help and safety to individuals: By being a member of a group
someone will notice ifyou don't show up at a meeting and perhaps pay

a visit if you are sick,

reinforce good habits: Coming together may mean a pressure on not
smoking, on preference for ecological products etc. Often the one with
allergies or the one very conscious on ecological consumption will in-
fluence the ways other behave,

provide arenas for socializing and recreation that may recruit outsiders.

Thus the key issue will be how to create and sustain institutions that un-
derpin collectiveness of an inclusive kind. By "inclusive kind" w-e mean col-

lectives that can easily be joined by everyone irrespective of race and social
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position. Exacdy in this lies a challenge, because many organizarions are
fo¡med to arrracr specific groups of people and are by definitional or eco-
nomic criteria, closed societies. such groups may of course enha¡ce the
well-being emong their members, but they may at the same time lead to
more inequality in the society at large.

Family life and friendship ¡elations are good examples of "closed soci-
eties" - they may sþificandy enhance the living conditions of thei¡ mem-
bers, but family life and friendship are structures that have no positive effect
on equality and an equal distribution ofpolitical power in the society at large.
Putnam evenwrires on "amoral familism" in his study ofltalian society.s

The institutions that qualify as democratic and open are:
1. Elected local government institurions, councils, committees.
2. Local politic"l p"rty organisations
3. Voluntary associations, such as sports clubs, trade unions, choirs,

congregations

4. Neighbourhood formal or informal associations

There is a ranking of the institutions in the listing above: At the top are the
local government institutions, such as serving on the municipal council or
in one of its committees. Anyone can be on a list for election - and in
smaller municipalities a substantial part of the population will have served
on local governmenr commitees at least once during the lifetime.

Especially in the Nordic countries, the municipalities have a broad wel-
fare responsibiliry, and at the same time they are deeply engaged in civil,
cultural life, as well as in societal development work related to commercial
activities. Not few people participate in municipal affairs - in the smaller
municipalities a considerable part of the local population would have expe-
rience from the municipal council or from its proliferating number of sub-
committees. A special form of responsibility is demanded from the people
participating in municipal affairs, namely the ability to take on a compre-
hensive view of the needs and possibilities in a given territory- and as these
may change almost overnight, the political generalist comperence will be
enhanced in the popularion ar large. Learni ngt¡pically takes place by one,s
confrontation with The BudgetaryLogic, expressed in the question "yes,
this is a good idea, but where is the money to come from?"

In the nexr caregory come rhe local branches of parry organizations.
\What are common to these rypes is their openness and their very broad ap-

l?-i lvrcHr.uL
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proach to local level problem-solving. Also, in the political party, the indi-
vidual member is likely to meet people with other professional back-

grounds, sharing the same ideological points of view, but the members are

seeing the world through different lenses due to professional or experiental

bacþrounds.

An interesting aspect oftle democracy / health relation should be noticed: \Øe readily

acknowledge the strong positive impact on society from the engagement of local

councillors and committee members, but at the same time we must remember that
they practice their art by sitting rather immobile in chairs a¡ound a table for hours; un-
til recently most of them sat there smoking during the proceedings; today smoking
must be performed outside, in pauses, but the committee members are still likely to
consume snaclc, coffee, Coke and cakes continuously or at intervals, and Ênishing off
the evening with at visit to the nea¡est bar, where mo¡e sitting arrd smoking would be

accompanied with the intake of not negligible amounts of alcoholic beverages.

The third type is participation in a voluntary organization, which means

very much the same as participeting in a parry branch organization, only
here the focus is not so broad as in parties and in local government, and

selÊinterest is more to the front (e.g. in trade unions).Arrd socializing is

even more frequent than in the local government system, in fact some or-

ganizations only mobilize its members when the annual or seasonal feast is

going to take place. Nevertheless, the democratic impact of organizations is

clear, as they always operate by one-person-one-vote rules, and the mem-

bers, represented by the annual meeting, is the formal power base.

The fourth form is the informal but inclusive neighbourhood arena - or

the formalized neighbourhood group - at times even acknowledged as part
of the local government system in a form of decentralized municipal gov-

ernment scheme. The neighbourhood aÍenamay be one of the most inclu-
sive ones. If it functions well, it will mobilize all people in the neighbour-

hood for physical improvements at the area as well as regular socia-lizing

events.

Close to this form is the ad-hoc political action campaign, fighting for a

specific local cause by mobilizing a lalge number of people affected.

Machers and Schrnoozers
These formalized organizational forms of democratic participarion shoulcl

be discussecl in relation to informal socializing for no cause whatever, br.rt

e Putnam 2000l.93-95
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mary groups as time goes: The kinship gatherings will bring in new-comers
when new family relationships are formed, and the friends-oÊfriends
mechanism will bring newcomers in and thus extend a friendship group.
Kinship and friendship based "coming rogerher" will therefor. t..rd to i.r-

It
form
hood

obvious that socializing and coming together for
col g meens that people ear more f"t b"ig.rs and, piz-
zas and Coke, and they feel more free to smoke. OÊ
ten the coming together means sitting around tables, rnuch more so than
the occasional dancing and other physical practices also rypical oforgani-
zational life. In short, many of the more recenr health r.ules and measures
against smoking, immobiliry, obesity and junk food are likely ro be violatecl
by the same mechanis'r that provides a srronger mental health co'dition.
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Guidelines for health /democracy projects:
The community approach
There a¡e some intriguing aspects of Putnam's resea¡ch. If it is so that well
known conventions of organizationd and political, and even social panic-
ipation leads to better health conditions, then we need research of the ap-

plied type, identi$,ing and testing means to underpin the type of social be-

haviour that produces health. Advanced research on the mechanisms by

which participation leads to better mental and physical conditions will be

another part of the approach. The linearity of the model is only hypothet-

ical, we know for instance that elected officials, confronted with the need

to cut services a¡d lay off personnel in regimes and municþalities of the

right-wing type will often be exposed to stress, compared to politicians who

can champion new welfare stete monuments for the benefit of their elec-

torate. Putnam, however, especially in his 2000 volume is much more con-

cerned with a discussion on finding practical methods to re-engage people

in well-known practices, as political, organizational and even schmoozing

practices have weakened - at least in the USA during the last decades.

To propose projects on democracy - health - relations along this line of
reasoning should, in my opinion, take the territorial unit as its starting

point, which means case studies of a limited number of localities. It would
be wise to select municipalities or neighbourhoods for study in which there

have been serious attempts at stimuladng political participation during the

1990's.

A series of participation experiments a¡d more lasting measures have

been tried out in the decade defrned as one of citizenship decay, individu-
alism and customer/ client-orientations in people's dealing with local au-

thorities. '\ü7'e 
may mention Local Agenda2l as one measure that may have

had an effect on citizen participation. Other experiments have been the

free-municipality enangement. \(/hen selecting municipalities in which
specific measures have been carried out, the potential value of the projects

may be greater, because one will not so easily find that rich, middle class so-

cial environments produce more participation - and health - than do de-

prived, jobJosing areas. It will also be interesting to compare the merits on
different forms of stimuli to participation as to their effectiveness both on
lasting participation, and on health indicators. Paired municipalities in diÊ

ferent categories ofsize would be necessary to establish a control group, but
of course one should try to keep some basics constelÌt, in the form of occu-

pational sffucture and income levels.

The above must be treated as prelìminary reflections on a highly inter-
esting theme, challenging to scientists, as the solutions and means searched
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for will not necessarily be of the expert advice rype, but of a facilitatory kind
that the local citizens themselves will be able to discuss and to decide upon.
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Hans Ånstad

Health impact assessment as a

tool - but how are the methods?

Michael2004; l:231-5
Summary
It is necessary to establish ø better basis of knowledgefor giuirugøduice and coøn-

sellingwhen d¿cisions on heabh rnd.tters haue to be done by the healtb autltori-
ties. Heøhb impact d.ssessrnent (HU) is a rnethod which is uery useful, but it
shoaU not onþ includt studies ofsichness and heabh hazard outcomes, but also

of døerminønts saitablefor heabh promotion.

InJanuøry 2003 the Norwegian Gouernrnent preseruted ø uthite pøper con-

cerning ltublic beahb politics in years to come, White Pøper no. 16 (2002-

2003), entitledkecþe for a healthier Norway. (1). Among the proposals in
tltis document a proposal concerning the topic Health Impact Assessment

(HlA) å ofgreat aalue. This is not a neu id¿ø, ønd the uthite paper mentions

heøbh impact assessmentfoand¿d in Norwegian leþslation, egecialþ inThe
Planning and Building Act (Plan og bygningslouen) and The Municipal
Health Services Act (Komrnunebelsøj enestelouen).

Assessrnents performed andzr the prouisions ofthe laws mentioned usualþ are

concrmed uitlt single meøsures and projects, for instance concerning lteøhh issaes

connected to an airport or a motolway These assessments are usualþ an enuiron-

ment impact assessment, euenaølþ cornbined with ø heabh impact assessment.

On the national leuel are plans, neut legislation, white pøpers etc, from the

Gouernment prepared accord.ing to tbe Investigation Regulative (Utred-

ningsinstrahsen). Impact assessments can be performed in order to møþe deci-

sions of bigher quølity, ønd beøbh irnpact øssessmentt dre especialþ mentioned

in the Regulatiue. Tlte Regulatiue høs nou been in force for ølmost I 0 yeørs, but
so føre no heøltb impøct øssessment ltøs been performed according to it.

What is to be done according to the rüihite Paper no. 16?

The Government has presented several proposals in the'ü/hite Paper (1)

concerning the tools necessary for doing health impact assessments. In the
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first place, proposals for a more precise legislation ro secure health impacr
assessments has to be passed. In the second place, it is necessary to make
sure that health impact assessments are parts of the plans for education of
relevant personnel. In the third place, it is required to establish a central
unit of competence with the obligation to work out methods, summing up
experience, building nerworks, counselling counties and municipalities,
and give technical advise and counselling to The Ministry of Health.

A small working group in The Directory of Social and Health Affairs is
at present doing the preparatory work necessary to carry out these stare-
ments.

How is "the state of the art" in this field?
The book Heabh Imltact,4ssessment editedby Kemm, parry & palmer (2)
presents a very usefiJ survey ofupdated knowledge, "The srate ofthe arr",
concerning health impact assessments. The summing up chapter embodies
an overview of the resea¡ch, with important conclusions.

'What is health impact assessment?
The research described in the book concerning the question has rwo com-
mon characteristics:

. Health impact assessment attempts to predict the consequences of
adopting different options.

. Health impact assessmenr is intended to assist decision makers.

This means that a health impact assessment is a prospective issue, not a ret-
rospective one. Evaluation is another topic, different from health impact
assessment. The intention to assist decision makers, implies that a health
impact assessment must be performed in such away that it really permits
exerting influence on the decision making process. A¡other point is that
there is a tendency to interpret "health" too narrowly, focusing only on
sickness and disease, not involving e.g. determinants of health related to
health promotion.

Participation and stakeholder involvement
stakeholders should be involved in health impact assessmenr, but it is un-
clear in which way such involvement contributes to the health impact as-
sessment. P¡ofessor Maurice B. Mitrelmark, Bergen describes how to in-
volve citizens in health planning, and this is mentioned as an example of
participation which may bring additional benefirs to the plan.
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The need to consider distribution (equity) of impacts
Internationally it seems to be consensus about the need to consider the dis-
tribution of impacts within a population. But in this connection there is an

important statement in the book:
It is clear that at present there is a mismatch between the aspirations of

HIA and the reality of assessments in terms of considering health inequali-
ties in an adequate manner.

Bases for prediction in health impact assessment
A key question in making a health impact assessment is: \Øhat has been

done of evaluation of effects of the impact on the health in the actual pop-
ulation? A statement in the book about this question is:

To use an ofien-re1teøted p/trase jìorn the HIA literature," the stage is set" for
HIA. Urufortunateþ, it sometimes seems that many of the most importãnt
'þrops" are currentþ missing. In particular, we haue few eualuations of actual
impacts to feed in the HIA process, and rektiueþ few systematic reuiews of the

lteahh fficts of social interuentions and non-heabh policies. We also need to

maþe better use of tbe existing euidence, including that of uariable quality.

Most importantb, ifHA is tofulfl its potential in improuingthe publi.c health

and reducing heahh inequalities, we need more eualuation of tbe øctual fficts
of p o licies and otber interuentions.

In other words: \Øe often do not have the suffìcient knowledge to make

health impact assessments, especially not health impact assessments con-

cerning the "strategic" health impact essessments founded on the Investi-
gation Regulative here in Norway. The lack of knowledge is often con-

nected to the fact that we know too little about the health effects of social
interventions and non-health policies, and therefore we need more evalua-

tion of effects of policies and other interventions.

Conclusions in the book
The conclusion in this review of the state of the art ofhealth impact assess-

ments is:

The work preseruted in this booþ demonstrates the impressiue uøriety and range

ofwork that høs tøhen place in the feld of HIA. Heabh irnpact øssessnrents l¡øs

indeed. czrne d longuøy in the past 10 years, but it needs to iruprouefurther
both in terrus of methodologicøl technicyte nnd prøctical applicøtion if it is to

n'uly fulfl its promise øncl become a ruef.l arljnrcct io decision mnking.
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Vfhat is of imporance concerning research in public
health and the issue of health impact assessment?
To identify and stimulate resea¡ch programmes involving both resea¡chers
from the public health field and from the social sciences, is of great impor-
tance as a prerequisite for doing a health impact assessmenr. The following
issues are important in this kind of research:

How to avoid a too narrow interpretation of
a health impact assessment?
A health impact assessmenr needs to throw light on nor only sickness and
illness consequences, but also consequences for health promotion determi-
nants. This is relevanr especiaily for proposals in the strategic field, new leg-
islation, budget proposals etc. There exists a lot of knowledge about deter-
minants for sickness and disease, bur'\Me need much more knowledge about
the positive determinants for health. In other words, there is a need for re-
search engaged to throw light on this topic.

Even distribution (equity) of impacts
The \Øhite Paper points out this important issue, but again, there is too lit-
tle knowledge at hand concerning the problem how to perform assessmenrs
about the distribution of impacts.

Bases for prediction in health impact assessment
The conclusion in the review of the literature is clear: \Øe have roo sparse
research concerning the health effects ofnon-health policies.

It is thought-provoking that 25 years have elapsed since Aaron
\Øildawsþ presented his famous senrence about the determinants of
health: onþ 10 percent of the deterrninants of heatth owes to the health seru-
ices, 90 percent to determinants ofother Þinds.This is perhaps the best known
health impact assessmenr ever undertaken, bur at the same time it is a

health impact assessment built on almost no real knowledge! And even
more sensational, very little has been done of research during these 25 years
with the intension to underpin thís very wide spread statement by
\X/ildawsþ.

Emphasis on health impact assessment is therefore a starting point for
research on the determinants of health not only connected to the health
services, but also determinanrs of other kinds, economy, housing, rrans-
port, education, culture etc. e[c"
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The issue of economic valuation
Economic valuation is a very usefrrl instrument "to put health on the scale

pan", as The \flhite Paper says. The reasons for that are in shorü
. It is probably the most efficient way to implement the weighting and

balancing of different irnpacts. (Also advocated by'WHO in the re-

port'Trønsport, ena;ronrnent and lieøhh' ftorn 2000).
. It rnay be used in sir-nila¡ nranners which have been done in the en-

vironmental impact assessments ca¡ried out in the Norwegian uans-

port sector, whic;h include the value of "statistical lives", d.ifferent

h€âfth states and noise annoyance.

Resea¡ch in this field is there.fore anothe¡ example of the need for more

knowledç, if the good intentioru in The White Paper should be fulÊlled.
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Øivind, Næss

Medical care and population health
in the age of health system reforms -
the Norwegian experience

Michael2004: 3: 23643.
Summary
The Noruegian heabb cøre tystem has in the løtterpart oftbe tuterutieth century
deueloped an ambition to deliuer ø compreherusiue package ofseruices with uni-
uersal access.(schiøtzA (v sþaset M 2003) h resembles the otber Nordic coan-
nies and the uK in this respect. Technological aduances, increased expectations
and a strorcger contumer uoicefrompatients haae since tlte seuenties pat the sys-

tem under pressure as heahh cnre costs haue increased continaousþ. with the
p rosp e ct of an age ing p op u lati o n p o ssi b þ deman dirug mo re h e a h h c are, th e .is 

s u e
ofcost containment ltas come øt theforefront ofthe policy møkers'agendø. This
has rnearut more øttention to tîanvarency witbin tbe health care sector. Know-
ing uthere the money goes could mahe it easier to control tbe costs. New initia-
tiues haue come, such øs giuing each hospital consubøncy a code wbicb is related
to the patient's presamed diagnosis. clinical gouernance is stortþ repkcing
decad¿s or euen centuries of clinical autonoml, a ?rncess taÞing place ii *nn1,
Western countries. (Scalþ G (y Donøldson LJ i99B)

Norwegian health care reforms
Norway has in the last decade seen rwo health care reforms, the first in pri-
mary care and the more recent one in the hospital secror. (Haug C 2004)
These refo¡ms have intended ro conrrol spending as well as securing pa-
tients'rights to choose more freely health care provider and guarantee a cer-
tain level of quality defined as dme spent before seeing a consulrant and so
forth. The changes have predominantþ had an individual level approach to
equity. (Bravemann P & Gruskin s 2003) The egalitarian ethos of the Nor-
wegian health care sysrem and public service in general has probably been
seen as a guarantee enough for equal access ro these services for any popu-
lation group, wearher it be socially, erhnically or geographically defined.
And the recenr healrh care reforms have paicl litde amention to rhe poren-
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tial population health impact radical changes in health service infrastruc-
ture may have.

Norway has also at the end of the nineties seen more interest in the qual-
ity aspect of health services.(Sosial- og helsedirektoratet 2004) \Øith in-
creased consumer por /er in health c¿re this has also meanr giving out in-
formation on how good one provider is relative to others. Ranking of
hospitals based on relative survival and so forth, is not yet parr of the pack-
age of information patients can use to choose provider. But it is likely as a

logical extension to the current practice, not least because this is already es-

tablished in other counrries. (Anderson P 1999) Opening up for competi-
tion between providers is already explicitþ stated policy, and quality of the
services is one possible vehicle for this competition. The future extent of
this poliry is at present uncertain. (Sosial- og helsedepartementet 2001)

But given the present emphasis on choice at the individual level based

upon various aspects of quality of the provider, it is quite conceivable that
the effect of this at population level would be an increase in health inequal-
ities. As long as issues related ro access by different population groups remain
largeþ trnresolved, this could easilymean different groups receive services of
different quality which has repeatedly been shown in studies from other
countries. (Carr D et al. 1999) In other words, the health policy appears to
pay little aftenrion to the population health impact of changes in health
services and may even have the potential to increase heakl inequalities. This
is a paradox because the overall intention ofthese services has been equal ac-

cess to equally good services. \Vhat is remarkable is the lack of debate on this
paradox both in the political and professional discourse.

The Norwegian experience in perspective
The creation of a market in health care by separating the commissioning of
health services from their provision raises some challenges. People's de-
mands for health care are based on a desire to be healtþ and not on rhe
ability to benefit from health care which characterizes the definition of epi-
demiologically assessed need. (Stevens A 8c Raftery J 1997) The supply of
health care previously determined by clinicians has been characterizedby
wide variation of health care services, such as referra-l rates, inrewenrion
rates etc. Va¡ious approaches to needs assessment has been developed as

tools enabling purchasers in the UK to shift the balance ofinvestment from
areas of wasted resources to measurable benefits to population healrh. A¡
important part of public health specialists' job within the NHS in rhe UK
is to carry out a comprehensive needs assessment for the Distr.ict Health
Ar-rdrorities. The Department of Health gave specific responsibility to pri-
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mary care trusts highlighting the role of public health pracritioners in as-

sessing the needs of health ca¡e in local communities. (Department of
Health 2001)

This objective was formulated within the wider goals of improving the
health of the nation by integrating the role ofpublic services with other de-
terminants ofpopulation health such as sanitation, educarion and housing.
In this way, assessing health care needs could be seen as integrated with
other tools for this purpose, such as health impact assessment. (NHS
Health Development Agency 2004) The wide array of policy documents
from the British department of health is clearþ in contrast to the lack of
similar formulations in the Norwegian policy conrext. The impact of
health services for improving population health, and ways to assess this for
different local areas and health problems, are hardly menrioned in docu-
ments being published after recenr health care reforms were implemented
in Norway. The white and green government reporrs on specialist services

released after these reforms were implemented, hardly consider the popula-
tion level health outcome of changes in health service infrastructure.
(Helsedepartementet 2003 a; Helsedepartementer 2003b) Their main tar-
get seems to be increased accountability.

The legacy of Thomas McKeown within health policy
The British epidemiologist and historic¿l demographer Thomas McKe-
own has probably had a major importance in health policy, although his
name may have been forgoten in clinical medicine compared to Archie
Cochrane. His detailed accounrs of trends in cause-specific mortality rates

showed that only a negligible part of declining mortaliry rares in the 19th
and 20th centuries could be asc¡ibed to medical and specific public health
interventions.(McKeown T 1976a; McKeown T 1976b) He rather
thought nutritional improvements were the driving force. He never refused
historical extrapolation ro other periods or populations. Groups ofhistori-
ans, particularly in Cambridge, have come to different results than McKe-
own. (\Ørigley EA & Schofield R 1981) And the present status of the evi-
dence among historians is mixed in the sense that he was probably correcr
in the overall picture that general social conditions were probably of far
more importance than medical or public health interventions. On the
other hand, even in the period of higher morta-liry, some researchers point
to the importance of targeted interventions having had an important role.
(Szreter S 1988)

Furthermore, even if the precise nature of the mortality decline is scill
clebated, the relevance of these historical data to improvement of roday's



population health is questionable. After McKeown published his two
much cited books, medical úeatment of coronary heart disease has im-
proved considerably and is probably p-tly responsible for the lower mor-
tality of this disease in recent years. (Hunink MGM et aL. I997),4s this is a

disease more associated with older ages, it is plausible that medic¿l treat-
ment may have alarge influence on population health with an ageing pop-
ulation. Evidence ofpredictions on population health, both from historical
and current data, depends on speciÊcity in plausible causal mechanisms.

\Øith the interest in the life course approach emong researchers today, suc-

cessive birth cohorts may have experienced different factors during their
life time. (Blane D 2004) And this may differ for various disease outcomes,

disfavouring historical extrapolation of evidence.

McKeown originally published his work in the 50s in demographic
journals, but it was after the release of his two bool¡s in the 70s that his

work became much cited. This rise of interest has been linked to political
shifts in the-VTestern hemisphere in the 80s and 90s. Several commenta-
tors have commented on the unintentional alliance between radical critics
of medical care and liberal economic theory. (Colgrove J 2002) McKe-
own's interpretation was taken as support that organized social interven-
tions by medicine and the state had nwer played an important role in im-
proving human health and that only strong economic $owth was the

principal guarantor of such improvement. (Knowles JH 1977)

\ùlhat explains the lack of attention to population health in
Norwegian health care policy discourse?
Among the professionals involved in health care planning and practice,
there have been few attempts to see medical care as an integral part ofpop-
ulation health. Clinicians often distance themselves from public health as

they are preoccupiedwith individual patients' sufFering in their dailywork.
Health cere manegers probably see themselves as primarily budget keepers

of organizations that take care of individuals demanding health care. (Haug

C 2004) Their position could be seen as influenced by the health econo-
mist's assertion of infinite demand for health services. Although this asser-

tion is said to be empiricallyweak, it appears to have strong support within
policy and promotes an individual level approach to planning. (Frankel S,

Eb¡ahim S, 8c Davey Smith G 2000) Public health physicians have in Nol-
way latgely been recruited among GPs linking public health work to the

Êeld of primary care rather then all aspects of health care. And as Colgrove
suggests, they may also have been exposed to the broacl generalizations
from the "McKeown generation". (ColgroveJ 2002)
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This structure of professional stakeholders provides some clues to the
population health void within health care policy discourse. But as Dahl
emphasizes, there may also be cultural explanations to this.(Dahl E 2002)
The egalitarian view of Norwegian society in the population makes it hard
to see inequality. Even though health inequalities in Norway have been
shown to be comparable to other countries, this has not been seen as an im-
portant poliry topic. Policy on inequality is mainly perceived of in terms of
disadvantaged, vulnerable, or marginalized groups and individuals. Spe-
cific health care for such groups have been ser up. Resea¡ch on health in-
equality has, however, demonstrated a gradient across all social groups sug-
gesting health ca-re must pay attention to the whole population if it shall
reduce such inequalities. (Dahl E 2000)

'What 
is the evidence on the impact of medic¿l care

on population health?
Estimating the relative imporrance of medical care ro othe¡ determinants of
population health poses diffìculties in design and may not even be of inter-
est. 

'within 
the current climate of evidence based knowledge, problems of

getting randomized evidence on population measures such as social condi-
tions will of course prevail. Number of empirical studies is still limited.
Bunker \Mas the first to seriously take on the effort to tesr the assertions
made by McKeown for contemporary medicine. (Bunker JP 2001) Based
on an optimistic approach of various curative and preventive measures, he
ascribes 7, 5 yearc of increased life expectancy since 1950 to medical care.
Mackenbach later examined Dutch data and found reductions in mortality
from avoidable conditions between 1950154 and l980l}4 could have
added2.96 and3.95 years to life expectancy at birth of Dutch males a¡d
Dutch females respectively.(Mackenbach JP et ai. 1988) In a review,
Mackenbach concluded that variation and declines in such avoidable
mortality may be ascribed to other factors tha¡ level of supply such as

specific aspects of health care delivery, closely related to socioeconomic
circumstances.(Mackenbach JP, Bouvier-Colle MH, 8c Jougla E 1990)
More recently, Andreev et al studied trends in such causes of death
comparing Easte¡n Europe with the UK and found that if outcomes of
health care seen in the uK were achieved in Russia, life expectanry at birth
might improve by at least 1.5 years.(AndreevAE et al.2003) And the
results from EURO,CARE study which was recently published, found
substantial differences in cancer survival berween European countries
partly seen as an end result of the performance of health care systems"
(Micheli A et al 2003)
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But ultimately, the time has probably passed for simple opposition of
medical care and other determinants of health, as medical care is not a uni-
tary enterprise. As Frankel states: "The more interesting questions concern

which components of medical ca¡e and which influences upon other deter-

minants of health justi$zinvestment. However, the discourse in health pol-
icy has been dominated by the idiom of the health economist where choices

are always 'hard' and costs represent opportunities forgone".(Frankel S

2001) That means in most European countries, population health would
probably benefit from increased investment in both medical care and the

wider determinants of health.

Bridging the gap between clinical studies
and health services output
Most clinical studies recruit patients that do not resemble the population
of patients that would benefit from health care. Due to low external valid-
ity of randomized studies, the effect of health care on the population it
serves is largely unknown.(Britton A et aJ. 1999) Unlike these studies, pa-

tients are older, do not sufFer from one single disease and are more socially

deprived. Because of this, calls have been made for mega trials including
larger population segments, to resemble the study population with the true
population of patients.(Egger M, Ebrahim S, Ec Davey Smith G 2002)
Nick Black has advocated more use of high-quality clinical databases as it
may help us to understand the natural history and development of disease;

to identify causes ofdiseese; to evaluate health care interventions; to assess

equity ofcare; to describe trends in health ca¡e utilisation; and to ensure the

methodological rigour of research.(Black N Ec Payne M 2003)

Julian Tudor Hart's seminal paper on the "inverse care law" originally
put this in perspective when he asserted that those most likely to benefit
from medical care generallywere the ones who ¡eceived least of it. (HartJT
1971) The implication of this in the Norwegian setting is to extend the as-

sessment of medical technology from relying solely on randomized evi-

dence and evaluate the intricacies of potential benefit for the whole popu-
lation on specific health services. It remains to be seen if the new

government funded bureau for evaluating health services, "Nasjonalt

kunnskapssenter for helsetjenesten", incorporates this as one oftheir tasks.

lØhere does this lead?

Comparing the Norwegian health system reforms v¡irh the ones in the UI(
inclicates some kind ofvulnerabiliry to raclical changes in public service in-
fiastructures that may be ,oar¡icular to Norway. Numl¡er of stakeholclels is
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far less in a countrywith 4,5 million inhabitants. That means chances of re-
ceiving balanced inputs in times of reforms are somewhat limited. During
the recent hospital secror reform, an explicit goal was ro put this ¡eform
through at high speed because otherwise the success of it would be ham-
pered by all different kinds ofvested interests. Largely, the medical profes-
sion approved of it and was disengaged in looking into possible side effects.
\Øithin the profession, public health has been marginalized and appears
even to suffer from an "identiry crises".(Braut GS 2000) There was hardly
any initiative from public health physicians or physicians in general to
compensate the reforms with population level arrangemenrs making sure
medical care \ryas delivered according to need. Rather, the mental di-
chotomy between medical care and the wider influences as of population
health mutually constructed among all professional stakeholders, probably
made health care policy to be written in the idiom ofindividual demand of
health care. Ironically, as poliry becomes increasingly concerned with
health care spending, rhose interested in health of the population may have
a strong case in arguing for population level actions within health care if eq-
uiry does not loose supporr in the public. Adding this population level to
the "vested interesrs" in the medical profession should provide a fertile
ground in times when health care priorities are questioned.
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Local prevention in Oslo - can we

Propose measures based on research in
the Oslo Health Study (HUBROX

Michael2004; 1: 244-6.
Local prevention
This will presumably be the dominating method in raising new tasks of
medic¿l prwention in the years to come. There are rhree reasons for that:
' Individual moralism has lost its effects and can no longer be the main

methods in prevention.

' Municipalities have the responsibility for prevention and are ou¡ em-
ployers but is mainly speaking not interested in prevention. The reasons
are, first, that it costs money, and secondly that preventive measures
give handicaps in completion among small units.

' The Government has always been the moror in prevention because the
state may plan for a long period and is not subject to completion. \vhen
we no longer can relay on new governmental ¡ules the r€ason is that rhe
Governmenr has turned out to be too weak for new efforts in medical
prevention.

Physicians and others who are interested in new preventive measures musr go
togetler with local groups. That may be within the municipal administ¡ation
but will probably be in smaller units like schoolchild¡en and their parenrs, a
neighbourhood, a local association, or among employees in a company.

'l7hatis HUBRO?
All inhabitants of Oslo in the age g¡oups 11 , 30, 40, 45,60 and 7 5 years in
2000 were offered a health conüol, in all 40,000 individuals. 8,000 of
those 15 years old participated (89o/o), because the examination was done
at school in 1Oth grade. Of the adults 18 800 participated (46Vo).

Data from statistics Norway were linked to all 40,000. Hence we know
a lot about the representativity, and that is quite good.

\Øhen considering possibilities for prevention, represenrativiry is no big
problem, but more that it is a cross-secrional study. lØe cannot draw co'-



clusions about courses ofdisease, and thus we cannot conclude that certain

measures will be preventive. Only for the teenagers we have a follow-up
examination after three years, then finding most of them in secondary

school.
\ü7hat we can and shall do, is to make it probable that some measure will

have prwentive effects. In a healtþ population as that of Oslo, which also

is a well organised ciry the most important variebles are:

Social

rity benefits, taxable income, assets.

Housing Ownership, number of rooms, equipment, area of living, mi-
gration, linked municipal data (air pollution, green arees,

sport clubs in the neighbourhood).

Medical General selÊreported health, mental symptoms, musculoske-

letal complaints, angina pectoris, chronic obstructive lung
diseases and some odrer chronic diseases.

Psychosocialconditions Mastering,powerlessness,collectiveactionism,

social anxiety, type behaviour, life events.

\Øorking conditions Job control, physically strenuous work, shift work'

Here are large possibilities. Only some relations will be studied, mostly ac-

cording to the interests of the resea¡chers. From a preventive point ofview,
it is simplest to look at diversities by neighbourhoods, i.e. local prevention:

. Do we find some school districts where youth health is better than

expected according to individual characteristics? Are some Patterns
of transitions from primary to secondary school especially positive?
\What characterise these schools? (No names!).

. Do we find the sa-me for some neighbourhoods (in Oslo about 80

with around 6,000 inhabitants in each)?

. How is lifesryle in different social groups, ethnicity and areas of liv-
ing? Do we find patterns that should lead to structural measures?

(New sport stadiums for instance for fighting and motor sports, col-

lective trim efforts like "Romsås in motion", new nneighbourhood

housesr, new tâlking groups in the health stations, advertisements

for smoking cessation courses in certain occupational groups).
. A¡e anxious youths more passive in certain neighbourhoods than in

others? (New kinds of youth clubs, open schools in the afternoon).

This list contains only small and modest proposals which a-11 are relatively

simple to put into action together with local support. More important me-

asures will probably raise constraints and will demand more porverfr-rl acti-
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ons. That may be the case of dangerous traffic in the neighbourhoods, air
pollution, dangerous working conditions and differen, 

"rp..r, 
of living

conditions for children.
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NaCuHeal information design in public
health: Synthedc research models of the

Nature- Culture-Health interplay

Michøe|2004; 1:247-51
Five decades ago the great hygiene researcher\Øerner Kollath observed that

the practice of medicine would need to be adjusted to the changed circum-

stences (l). Vhile modern medicine was largely shaped through successes

in healing infectious diseases, it is the lifestyle-caused diseases that nowre-

claim attention. It is clear that the combat against lifesryle-caused diseases

will require completely new approaches to healthcare. The Nature-Cul-

ture-Health interplay (NaCuHeal) promises to add to modern health care

elements which are neglected and needed (2'3)' The aim of the NaCuHeal

project was to creare a common arena and forum for wholeness thinking

and creativity, in order to improve environment, qualiry of life and health

among people (4,5)

The multifaceted interplay between natufe, culture and health is an area

where reliable information is needed. The purpose of the NaCuHeal infor-

mation design project is to develop a foundation for creating such infor-

mation, based on information design principles.

Information design complements and supplements the conventional or

traditional informing in a simila¡ way in which NaCuHeal complements

and supplements the conventional medicine. Information is designed to

suit the needs of modern people, society and culture. Methods are devel-

oped bywhich suitable information can be created (6)'

Information design can contribute to the NaCuHeal research and prac-

tice in at least two ways:

By providing methods for establishing or founding results;

By developing suitable communicatron'

Polyscopic modeling methodology has been developed at the Univer-

sity of Oslo as e prototype implementation of the information design ap-

proach (7 -9).

As a written convention, the methodology provides a rational founda-
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tion for developing ner' ways of creating and using information. In partic-
ular, the methodology allows for stating and proving resulrs ir, ,roÁ-rt"rr-
da¡d resea¡ch a¡eas.

The key point in polyscopic modeling is conscious crearion and use of
th9 way of looking or scope. Instead of automaricalry reþing on our habit-
ual ways of looking at a phenomenon or issue, we consciously create new
angles of looking in order to see and understand more. The ultimate goal is
the so-called ?erspectiaetA solid understanding of an issue or ph.noÀ.rro'
as a whole, with clear idea of the main factors 

"]rd 
th.i, ,.I"ti.,,å i-port"rr...

A key technique for scope design is postulation. concepts are defined by
convention. An example is the definition of cabare as cultivation of well-
being. In this text, the defined words a¡e italicized.

To help create and maintain the perspectiur- polyscopic modeling em_
phasizes thatthe scop¿¡ should be coherent (representing a single level of de-
tail and angle oflooking). Multiple scopes arc needed. High-Lurl rrop^ and,
high-leuel information are distinguished from the low-leiel o.r.r. Lìk th.
view from the top of a mountain, the high-leuel irformation gives us an
overview of the phenomenon or issue as a whole, exactly wÀat is most
needed for the perspectiae.Yisual, techniques such as ideograms play akey
role (10, 11).

Figure I: polyscopic inforrnation idcograrn

The polyscopic information ideogram (Figure 1) illustrates the infor-

The polyscopic modeling methodology provides speciÊc criteria and
methods for creating polyscopic information.
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Our strategy is at ûnt to establish a nucleus of solid rescarch practicg and
continues by including other researchers and spinning offprojects (Figure

4). The information dweloped by our projectwill synergize with the orist-
ing activities of Nature-Culture-Healtl. By combining research and com-
rnunity particþation, we ïvent to creete a broader basis for heåhh prome
tion, prwention and rehabilitation (13).
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Erratum

In Michael volume 1, number 2, page 132, in the article by Virginia
Berridge, the name Habermas has been misprinted as Hagerman please

correct.
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